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Abstract 

Ultra-Fast Automatic Placement for FPGAs 

Master of Applied Science, 1999 
Yaska Sankar 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Toronto 

As Field-Programmable Gate Amy (FPGA) device capacities have grown, the computation 

time devoted to placement and routing of circuits has grown more dramatically than the available 

cornputer power. Thus, high-speed FPGA compilation tools are critical. 

This thesis presents an ultra-fast placement algorithm for FPGAs. It is based on a 

combination of multiple-level, bottom-up clustering and simulated annealing. It provides superior 

area results over a known high-quality placement tool on a set of large benchmark circuits, when 

both are restncted to short run times. It can generate a placement for a 100,000-gate circuit in 10 

seconds on a 300 MHz Sun UltraSPARC. The high-quality tool, using a pure simulated annealing 

algorithm, generates a placement that is 24% better than our tool, but takes 524 seconds; it needs 

50 seconds to achieve the same placement quality as Our tool. Furthemore, when operating in its 

fastest mode, our tool can provide an accurate estimate of the wirelength achievable with good 

quality placement. This can be used, in conjunction with a routing predictor, to very quickly 

determine the routability of a circuit on a given FPGA device. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 
Field-programmable gate mays (FPGAs) have k e n  highly successful because they cm 

realize any digital circuit sirnply by the specification of the millions of bits that control a sea of 

programmable logic and interconnect. The ability of an FPGA to be re-programmable within a 

system offers designers the ability to implement different circuits, fix errors in circuits, or add new 

features to existing circuits in a matter of seconds. This programmability gives FPGAs significant 

advantages over customized application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs): flexibility, quick 

the-to-market, zero non-recumng engineering costs, and easier debugging. Al1 these benefits do 

come at a price, however, in that circuits realized on an FPGA typically occupy at least ten times 

the area and operate at least three times slower than their ASIC counterparts [Brow92]. 

A set of automated cornputer-aided design (CAD) tools is necessary in order to generate an 

FPGA programming bitstream that implements a desired circuit. These software tools first take 

the circuit description (where the circuit is specified in a hardware description language such as 

VHDL, or in schematic fom) through the synthesis stage, where the circuit is represented as a 

netlist of technology-mapped logic blocks and connections. Following this, the CAD tools per- 

lorrn the placement and routing steps. During placement, the logic blocks implementing the cir- 

cuit are assigned to physical locations on the FPGA such that the wiring area is minirnized. In 

routing, the point-to-point connections are made by s p i Q i n g  which physical switches are acti- 

vated in the programmable wiring such that full routability is achieved and circuit speed is maxi- 

mized. This can be used to generate the programming bitstream. The complete set of tasks the 



CAD tools perform to translate a circuit description into a programming bitstream is known as 

FPGA compilation. 

One key advantage of FPGAs over mask-programmable gate arrays and ASICs is that they 

provide quick tumaround times for circuit designers between the conception of the circuit and its 

implementation on a chip. However, this rapid prototyping advantage has been reduced as the 

capacities of these programmable devices grow. While current CAD algorithms provide high- 

quality solutions, they require a great deal of CPU time, and the compilation times for large cir- 

cuits are growing more rapidly than the available computer power. This adversely impacts: hard- 

ware designers, who must wait longer to map their designs to FPGAs; logic emulation system 

users, who must compile hundreds of FPGAs at a tirne [Quic98]; and FPGA-based custom corn- 

puting machine users, who desire compilation times similar to those of a microprocessor. 

Place-and-route times for large FPGAs at present (those with approxirnately 5000 lookup- 

table (LUT) / flip-flop pairs and higher) can last many hours on a modem processor, and there is 

no guarantee of successful completion. For example, an 8383 LUT circuit (approximately 

100,000 gates) requires almost 1.2 hours for placement and routing using the Xilinx Ml  CAD 

tools (version 4.1.2) [Xili98] on a 300 MHz Sun UltraSPARC workstation [Swar98b]. For a sub- 

set of designers, these prohibitively long compile times may nullify any gains that had been real- 

ized by using FPGAs in the first place. Since the time-to-market advantage and ability to create 

rapid prototypes are severely compromised, some users may opt to retum to the world of mask- 

prograrnmed gate arrays (MPGAs) or standard cells. With million-gate FPGAs on the horizon, it 

is imperative to design FPGA compilation tools that will scale well with device sizes, and provide 

an acceptable trade-off between qualityl and compile time [Rose97]. Only then will the character- 

istic FPGA benefits of fast design and manufacturing cycles be maintained. We contend that there 

are users who are willing to sacrifice circuit quality for speed of compilation. 

These trends provide a compelling motive to explore methods for fast compilation for 

FPGAs. In this thesis, we shali focus on the placement phase of the FPGA compile process and 

present an ultra-fast placement tool that aims to minimize area [Sank99]. Although a fast timing- 

driven placement tool should also seek to minimize circuit delay, we believe that area-based min- 

imization is a prudent first step. Furthemore, while top-down partitioning, Boorplanning, macro- 

1. We define qudity as the wirelength required by the circuit or the speed at which the circuit cm operate 
when mapped to the FPGA. Greater wireIength will require the use of a larger FPGA or the use of more 
resowces on a given FPGA than is otherwise necessary. 
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based placement, and incremental placement methods may be cited as altemate approaches to 

mitigating the long compüe times of the next generation of large FPGAs, we contend that there 

will always be a need for a fast, Rat placement tool. 

1.2 Goals and Scenarios 
There are two main objectives of our fast placement tool: 1) to provide placements very 

quickly with the minimum amount of degradation in circuit quality, and 2) to provide very fast 

predictions as feedback to the user based on the fast placements generated. 

In order to precisely articulate what we mean by fast placement, we have set the following 

goal for our placement tool: be able to perform a full placement of a 100,000-gate circuit in 10 

seconds on a modem CPU. We believe this goal is justifiable: extremely fast placement is essen- 

tial if it is to be used as a guide within upstream CAD tools, or in emulation systems and reconfig- 

urable computing applications, or to satisfy impatient hardware designers. More importantly, we 

wish to ensure that the mnning tirne varies linearly with the size of circuit, and bas a small propor- 

tionality constant. This is crucial because as long as Our algorithms are of linear complexity or 

close to that, the sarne technology advancements that permit FPGA devices to become more dense 

also increase processor speeds. Therefore, our algorithm will scale well. 

A key element of our fast placement tool is that we offer a tunable "knob" that allows the 

user to smoothly trade quality for compile time. So, not only do we aim to provide more ma-effi- 

cient placements in very short run times, we also aim to provide high-quality placements given 

longer run times. We further expect that FPGA users will benefit from being able to run a quick 

placement of their circuit, rather than wait for a complete high-quality placement, to ascertain 

what size FPGA device to purchase to implement their design. 

In addition, since some placement problems may be extremely difficult (the circuit barely 

fits ont0 the device, and the CAD tools need a great deal of time to generaie a usable placement) 

or impossible (the circuit cannot fit ont0 the device), we believe it is important to quickly supply 

the user with the predicted acea versus compile time trade-off for a circuit of similar size. 

We envision three scenarios in which fast compile would be used, once a user has designed 

a circuit and targeted an FPGA of a specific size: 

1. If the user explicitiy States a compile time restriction, then the fast CAD tools should 

estimate how much extra space - or how much larger a device - will be necessary for 

the design to be placed in the desired mnning time, and produce the placement. 
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2. Altematively, if the user explicitly States that the design must fit into the desired FPGA, 

then the fast tools can inform the user of one of the following: that the circuit can be 

placed and routed quickly (and provide the placement and routing files), that the circuit 

will be placed and routed given more time. or that the task is impossible. The work by 

Swartz et al. offers a method for making the "fitho-fit" prediction given a placement and 

its total wirelength [S war98al. 

3. n i e  user is supplied with an area versus compile-tirne trade-off curve and selects the 

point appropriate to his goals. In this case, there must be sufficient free space in the 

FPGA. Those users willing to sacrifice circuit area for a faster compile time, via the tun- 

able "knob", cm accommodate the increased area in several ways: they can reduce the 

cornplexity of a single design by partitioning the circuit ont0 multiple FPGAs, or can 

select an FPGA with greater logic capacity. They can also eliminate part of the circuit by 

reducing the amount of parallelism in the hardware. 

Our second goal is to leverage our fast placement tool to provide fast feedback to the user in 

a number of areas. We provide, for a given compile time restriction, an estimate of how much 

extra area the circuit will require with that much tirne devoted to placement. Conversely, for a 

given area restriction, we provide an estimate of the shortest amount of time needed to produce a 

placement that will fit. Furthemore, we fumish, in that short amount of time, an estimate of what 

the wirelength would be if we allowed the placement tool to run without a compile time restric- 

tion and try to attain maximum quality. In so doing, we can quickly supply to Swartz' prediction 

tool [Swar98a] a rough idea of what the final best placement will be, which can then be used to 

inform the user quickly and reliably of whether or not the circuit will fit ont0 the targeted FPGA. 

This fast estimation of high-quality wirelength, as well as the ultra-fast placement, may be 

exploited by the CAD tools that precede the placement stage to quickly gauge what the circuit 

will look like after placement. These are al1 useful features, since some FPGA users bemoan the 

fact that many industry FPGA CAD tools do not provide adequate predictability with respect to 

area and speed. 

1.3 Research Approach 
Our experimental research meihodology involves first examining an existing academic 

FPGA CAD tool, VPR [Betz97], which is known to provide high-quality placement and routing 

solutions over a large suite of benchmark circuits in a reasonable amount of time. Having deter- 
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mined how well VPR performs over a series of different run times for a set of large circuits from a 

variety of sources, we create a fast placement algorithm that can be incorporated into VPR's infra- 

structure. In this way, we c m  make a fair evaluation of how well our new placement tool performs 

with respect to both run time and area compared to an existing tool on the same platîorm, with the 

same set of large benchmark circuits and the same physical FPGA architecture. We then examine 

the influence of the various enhancements to the placement algorithm that make it "ultra-fast", 

and make some empiricai observations. We also offer some insight into the fast prediction of 

high-qudity wirelength and its accuracy, given a fast placement, and how this is vaiuable feed- 

back to the user. Finally, we explore simple methods to predict the area versus compile time rela- 

tionship of a circuit before it is placed, and then invoke the ultra-fast placement algorithm with 

appropriate automatically generated parameters to meet either a compile time or an area restric- 

tion. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents some of the previous work done in 

developing and applying VLSI placement algorithms for FPGAs, although little of this work is 

primarily targeted towards Our stated goal of high-speed compilation. We also discuss some of the 

prior work conducted in the related area of clustering, as well as the recent work accomplished in 

algorithms and tools targeted for fast FPGA compilation. In Chapter 3, we describe the details of 

our ultra-fast placement algorithm. In Chapter 4, we offer a variety of results obtained from run- 

ning our tool on a suite of large benchmark circuits, using a simple and general FPGA architec- 

ture. We provide a direct cornparison between our tool and a known high-quality placement tool 

with respect to run time and area, and present results of Our fast wirelength prediction scheme. 

Finally, Chapter 5 highlights some of the key conclusions of this work and proposes directions for 

future research in this area. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Previous Work 

In this chapter, a precise definition of the placement problem for FPGAs is provided, fol- 

lowed by a brief description of some of the relevant previous work in this area. This background 

material is divided into sections covering general VLSI placement algorithms, the use of cluster- 

ing algorithms to reduce problem complexity, and algorithms specifically designed to address the 

issue of fast compile for FPGAs. 

2.1 Definition of FPGA Placement Problem 
In the physical layout stage of circuit synthesis, placement follows high-level design, tech- 

nology-independent logic optimization, and technology mapping to a set of basic blocks, but 

precedes the routing stage where actual interconnections are made between blocks. The basic 

placement problem for FPGAs begins with a technology-rnapped netlist of logic blocks', input 

and output (YO) pads, and their interconnections. The result of placement is an assignment of the 

blocks and pads to specific physical locations of the FPGA that minirnizes a specific cost function 

[Brow92]. A logic block is the basic unit of an FPGA that performs a specified logic function. A 

netlist is a hypergraph representation of a circuit, where each vertex represents a circuit element 

(block), and each hyperedge, or net, represents a wire that connects a set of blocks together. A pad 

is an Il0 block that is the physical interface between the circuit and the outside world. Placement 

1. For this thesis, a logic block wiI1 be one Ltinput lookup tabfe (4-LUT) and one D flipflop. 

6 
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refers to the mapping of the circuit elements in the netlist ont0 the circuit elements in the physical 

architecture of the target device Wng901. In the specific case of FPGA placement, it is a mapping 

of blocks and pads in the circuit netlist to the blocks and pads arranged on the physical FPGA 

array, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Circuit Netlist Placement 

Figure 2.1: Simple example of FPGA placement. 

More formally, the FPGA placement problem can be expressed as [LenggO]: 

Given: a hypergraph G = (v E) representing the circuit, where V is the set of vertices 

(blocks), and E is the set of edges (nets), with edge costs w(e) E R+ for each e E E; 

1 ~ I = n ; a n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n d o f s i z e r x s , w h e r e r , s ~  N,andr-s2n .  

Find: al1 placements -- mappings p : V -t [1, r ]  x [ l ,  s] of blocks to block locations on 

the FPGA grid. 

0 Minimize: a cost function c@). 

Since we have stated our ultra-fast placement goal to be to provide an area-efficient 

placement very quickly, we will attempt to minimize the total wirelength (length of routing wire) 

required to map the circuit to the FPGA. This is because the cost of the device is proportional to 

the amount of silicon required to implement it. We cm minimize the amount of silicon required 

(and thus the device cost) by minimizing the area required to wire the circuit components 

together. Since this total winng area is only known after the routing stage, an effective estimator is 

needed at the preceding placement stage, and estimated total wirelength has been shown to be 
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suitable [Leng90]. Other cost functions that have ken used as placement quaiity rnetrics include 

circuit delay and wiring density. The basic placement problem is known to be NP-hard, and 

therefore many heuristics have ken employed [LenggO]. The following section describes some of 

these heuristics. 

2.2 Placement Algorithms 
Surveys of VLSI placement algorithms are offered in [Shah911 and Wana721, which 

describe three main varieties that are currently most popular: 1) Min-cut, or partitioning-based 

placement algorithms [Dun1851 [Huan97]; 2) Analytical placement algorithms that use quadratic 

programming [Kleigl] [Sig1911 [Alpe97a] [Alpe97b], some of which incorporate iterative 

improvement [Do1191]; 3) Simulated-annealing-based placement algorithms [Kirk83] [Sech851 

[Sech881 [Sun951 [Betz97] [Sarr97]. Previous simulated-annealing-based placement tools have 

achieved similar or higher quality solutions compared to the other types of placement algorithms, 

though in some cases, with longer execution times. Consequently, our ultra-fast placement algo- 

rithm is based on simulated anneding, and its performance is measured against another known 

high-quality simulated-annealing implementation. For this reason, this section focuses on simu- 

lated-annealing-based placement algorithms. 

2.2.1 TimberWolf 
TimberWolf [Sech851 [Sech881 is an integrated set of placement and routing tools that pro- 

vided the first simulated-annealing-based placement algorithms targeting standard cells, macro/ 

custorn cells, and gate arrays. The basic simulated anneding algorithm proposed in [Krk831 was 

adapted to explore a number of different placement configurations stochastically to minimize a 

cost function that estimates overall wiring area. Figure 2.2 shows the pseudo-code for the simu- 

lated annealing algorithm, and [Sech851 contains a detailed description of the basic algorithm and 

the various cost functions used for the different types of placement problems. 

The central idea of the algorithm is the notion that the exploration of numerous placement 

configurations is guided by a parameter, T (temperature), that determines the probability of 

whether configurations that reduce the quality of the placement will be accepted in the process of 

searching through different placements. This temperature value is gradually reduced as the search 

space is explored. Given a random initial placement, a source module is chosen randomly (either 

a ce11 or an UO pad). Then, a target location is chosen at random for this module such that it lies 
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X = Initiai-Random-Placement(); 
T = Set-Initial-Temperature(); 1* T=To *I 
Dtimit = Set-hitidRange-Limiw; P Dlimit = whole chip *1 
while (Exit-Criterion() = false) ( /* annealing not done yet */ 

while (Inner-Loop-Criteriono = false) ( I* work per temperature not done yet *I 
Xnew = Generate_Move(X, Diimit); 
1* retums a new configuration generated incrementally from previous one */ 
I* by random painvise exchange or translation within range lirnit *I 
AC = Cost(X,,,) - Cost(X); /* calculate change in cost */ 
r = Get-Random_Number(O, 1); 
1* r = random number uniformly distributed between O and 1 *I 
if (r c e  AC^) 

X = X,; 1* update current placement */ 
l* always accept move (p= 1) if it improves placement (AC < 0) */ 
/* accept % a d  moves (AC > O) with probability p = e -ACm *I 

I* when T is large, ail bad moves likely to be accepted, */ 
1* when T is small, only bad moves with small AC Iikely to be accepted *I 

] I* end inner loop *I 
I* exploration at current temperature complete *I 
T = Update-Temperature(a, T); 1* T = aT *I 
Diimit = Update-Range-Limit(DIimit); 

) 1* end outer loop */ 
1* annealing complete, X = final placement solution */ 

Figure 2.2: Pseudoîode for a basic simulated annealing-based placement algorithm. 
[Sech851 [Betz98] 

within the displacement range specified by a range limit mechanism, and the target can house the 

same type of module. If that target location is occupied, then the target module is swapped with 

the source module (painvise interchange) and the cost of the resulting placement is evaluated. If 

the target location is origindly empty, then the cost of the new placement with only the source 

module displaced to the target location (single block translation) is evaluated. In either case, if the 

new cost is less than the cost of the previous undisturbed placement, the move is accepted. If the 

new cost is more, then the move is only accepted with probability e where AC is the change 

in placement cost due to the move or swap, and T is the current temperature. A large value of T is 

used at the beginning, meaning that almost al1 rnoves, irrespective of cost, are accepted. As the 

placement quality improves with the accumulation of moves, the temperature is gradudy 
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reduced, making it less likely that moves that degrade the placement will be accepted. Eventually, 

the value of T is so low that only moves which improve the placement quality are accepted, mak- 

ing the heuristic greedy at that point. The parameter T is what permits probabilistic hill-climbing 

to take place and helps the placement solution avoid k ing caught in local minima. 

The rate at which the temperature is reduced (called the temperature update factor, a), the 

number of configurations to explore at each temperature (known as the inner loop criterion, or 

InnerNwn), the exit criterion by which the annealing aigorithm terminates, and the behaviour of 

the range lirniting mechanism are al1 crucial details that are specified by an annealing schedule. In 

TimberWolf, the value of a starts at 0.8, is gradually increased to 0.95, and gradually decreased 

back to 0.8 over the course of the entire anneal. This is to ensure that for the portions of the anneal 

where the cost function is decreasing rapidly, the configuration space is explored more slowly and 

thoroughly. The number of moves generated per temperature is set to 20-100 times the number of 

modules in the circuit. The range limit mechanism that sets bounds on the displacement of a mod- 

ule during a move or swap is adjusted so that it is the entire chip at the outset, and as T decreases, 

so does the window of permissible target locations. Finally, the annealer terminates when the cost 

Function over the last three temperatures is found to be unchanging. 

The original cost function used for standard ce11 placement consists of three components: 1 ) 

the total estimated wirelength (W), which is computed as the sum over al1 nets of the half-perime- 

ter of the bounding box that encompasses al1 the pins on each net; 2) a penalty function (Po) for 

any overlap between cells; 3) a penalty function (PR) for row length mismatches, which ensures 

that the lengths of the rows of cells do not Vary considerably from each other. The cost function 

can be expressed as: 

C = W + p P , + h P ,  (2.1) 

The two penalty components (and their scaling factors, p and h) do not &se for FPGAs since dl 

logic blocks are of equal size and shape, and logic blocks are only allowed to swap with other 

logic blocks, and y 0  pads are allowed to swap only with other pads. 
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2.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering and Annealhg 
An innovative hierarchical clustering and placement algorithm is proposed in [Sun951 and 

is incorporated into an updated version of TimberWolf (TimberWolfSC v7.0). As an improvement 

to the previous cost hinction in TirnberWolf, the penalty functions are eliminated, and only the 

total wirelength term remains. If a move potentially violates a row length limit, it is discarded. If a 

move is accepted, cells in the affected rows are shifted to prevent any ce11 overlap. Thus, every 

placement generated is a feasible one. The revised wirelength-based cost function is an incremen- 

ta1 one keeping track of the change in placement cost (AC), and has two components: 1) the 

change in net lengths (AW) for those nets connected to the cell or cells that were moved or 

swapped; 2) the change in net lengths (AWs) for those nets connected to cells in the affected rows 

that need to be shifted as a result of the move or swap. The former component, AW, is computed 

exactly, while the latter, AWs, is estimated. but in both cases the computation is fast. The revised 

cost function cm be written as: 

AC = A W + A W s  

The hierarchical placement methodology consists of clustering and simulated-annealing 

phases, and it proceeds as follows: first, the original, large, Rat netlist is condensed using two lev- 

els of clustering, the details of which will be covered in Section 2.3.2. The purpose of this cluster- 

ing is to reduce the complexity of the circuit so that it is easier to place. It tries to group those cells 

that will eventually be close to each other in the final placement. and collapses as many flat nets as 

possible into the clusters while keeping the size of the clusters the same. 

Following this bottom-up clustering, the above simulated annealing algorithm is employed 

to do a top-down placement of the various levels of netlists. The two resulting clustered netlists 

are subjected to a 3-stage annealing schedule: in the first stage, a high temperature anneal is per- 

formed on the top-level netlist of clusters for the first 50% of the total number of moves that are 

attempted. After the top-level clusters are decomposed into first-level clusters. each first-level 

cluster is randomly placed wiihin the boundaries laid out by the top-level cluster in which it was 

contained. Then. the next lower level (first level) of clusters are annealed from 50% to 701 of the 

total number of moves. Upon decomposing the first-level clusters and placing the original flat 
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cells within the first-level cluster boundaries, the final annealing stage is conducted, occupying the 

final 30% of d l  the moves. In each of the latter two stages, the cells or clusters are pennitted to 

move across the cluster boundaries specified from the previous higher level, and the initial tem- 

perature at each stage is computed as: 

- 
where A W is the average change in wirelength and Raccept is the desired ratio of accepted moves 

to attempted moves. Over the whole placement process, dl timing requirements (restrictions on 

circuit delay) are satisfied as well. 

The combination of hierarchical clustering and annealing serves to speed up the entire 

placement process, with run times that are between 3.6 and 7.5 times faster than those obtained 

using the previous version of the tool, TimberWolfSC v6.0. The average reduction in wirelength 

between TimberWolfSC v7.0 and TimberWolfSC v6.0 is 12%. When compared to the quadratic 

placement tool Gordianmomino, the placements produced by TimberWolfSC v7.0 have 8% less 

wirelength on average, and require between 3% and 26% less run time on circuits with more thon 

5000 cells. 

In Foy931, hierarchical clustering and annealing are utilized to perform FPGA placement. 

A clustering and annealing-based, timing-driven, N-way chip partitioner is used as a global place- 

ment tool for a single-chip FPGA (N=l)  with emphasis on both wirelength and execution time. A 

bottom-up hierarchical clustering is used to merge those modules that form "natural" clusters 

(dense subgraphs, in the accumulative weighted graph used to represen t the circuit netlist). Then, 

the clusters are refined through an adaptive technique where clusters are merged so that small nets 

(2-pin nets, typically) are collapsed and the fanouts of large nets are reduced. This means the total 

number of nets in the clustered netlist is reduced and the average fanout of the remaining inter- 

cluster nets is reduced. These both assist in speeding up the annealing-based partitioning/place- 

ment. 

Once the physical chip is partitioned into N sub-chips, the core is divided into a grid of bins, 

to make the wirelength calculation more accurate. The clusters of modules are already built, so 

the simulated-annealing-based N-way partitioner is invoked. The clusters are moved from bin to 

bin as the anneder progresses, and the location of a cluster is the center of the bin in which it cure 
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rently resides. The cost function consists of total weighted wirelength, W. (where wirelength is 

estimated using the sum across al1 nets of the half-perimeter bounding box for each net), and a 

penalty, Pt, for timing violations (sum of ail the penalties over al1 critical paths specified). The 

cost function can be written as: 

C = W+P, (2.4) 

For large nets, an incrernental net-span updating scheme is used, and since the granularity 

of the grid is a single bin, and the algorithm operates on clusters of blocks, the updating is sirnpler 

and faster than with the Bat netlist. Moves are generated as mentioned previously, with the added 

restriction that roughly the same utilization in each bin (amount of logic clusters per bin) needs to 

be maintained. Once the annealing-based partitioning phase is complete, the clusters within each 

of the N partitions are decomposed, and detailed placement of the constituent Rat modules is per- 

fomed using a low temperature Bat anneal. Compared to an industrial placement tool. this tech- 

nique reduced the total number of unrouted nets that remain after routing by 90%. 

2.2.3 VPR - Versatile Place and Route 
In @3etz97] [Betz98], a dy namic adaptive annealing schedule that leads to high-quali ty 

placements for FPGA circuits in a reasonable amount of run time is described. It includes some of 

the features from the work done on annealing schedules by Huang et al. [Huan86], Lam and 

Delosme [Lam88], and Swartz and Sechen [Swar90], but it also implements a novei temperature 

update scheme and stopping criterion. The annealing schedule parameters are adjusted automati- 

cally depending upon the size of the circuit, and a bounding box wirelength cost function is used 

with correction factors for multi-terminal nets [Chen94]. 

The initial temperature is set to 20 times the standard deviation in cost after a set of NbloCks 

moves are made, where is the total number of logic blocks and pads in the circuit. Since 

the initial placement is a random assignment of logic blocks and pads to the physical array, this 

ensures that the temperature is high enough that almost al1 initiai moves are accepted. At each 

temperature, InnerNurn + N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  moves are attempted, where the scaling factor InnerNwn has a 

default value of 10. The temperature is reduced in such a way that if there is little change in cost 

either due to the acceptance rate king too low (high quality placement already) or too high (poor 

placement quality), the temperature is nduced by a larger fraction. So, as long as the cost is 
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changing significantly and a substantial number of moves, but not dl ,  are king accepted, the tem- 

perature is reduced more gently, so that this space of placement configurations is explored more 

thoroughly. Table 2.1 shows how the temperature update factor, a, is automatically determined 

according to what the acceptance rate of moves was at the last temperature stage. 

Table 2.1: Automatic temperature update schedule for VPR. [Betz97] 

A range limiting mechanism is used to maintain a target acceptance rate of 44%. If the 

Fraction of Moves Accepted 
(Raccep) 

acceptance rate falls below 44%, the range within which candidates for pairwise swaps are found 

Temperature Update Factor (a) 

is shrunk. Conversely, if the acceptance rate grows beyond 44%, the range is expanded. This is 

accomplished using the following relationship between the new range limit (DneIv-limit), the previ- 

ous range limit (Dold - fimir), and the previous acceptance ratio, Ra,, : 

Note that if the acceptance ratio is exactly 44%, there is no change in the range limit, and 

that DneW-fimit is restricted to the range [ I ,  maximum FPGA dimension]. This range limit then 

gradually shrinks over the course of the anneal from covering the whole chip at the beginning, 

when the acceptance ratio is typically very high, down to 1 (nearest neighbors) at the end of the 

anneal when only local refinement is tolerated. 

Finally, the annealer teminates when the temperature falls below a certain fraction of the 

average cost per net. If there are N,,, nets in the circuit, and the average placement cost over al1 

the moves at the current temperature is Cost, the annealer exit criterion, Tf, can then be expressed 

as: 
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VPR placement parameters that can be specified by the user from the command line 

include: the initial temperature (To), the exit temperature (Tf), the temperature update factor (a), 

the scaling factor (InnerNwn) for the number of moves to make at each temperature, and the ini- 

tial random seed (as long as the same seed for the random number generator is used, the place- 

ment algorithm is deterministic). These allow the user to tune the placement tool to achieve 

different quality versus run time trade-offs for a particular circuit. 

VPR also addresses the long execution time of typical simulated annealing implementations 

by performing fast incremental bounding box updates when evaluating the cost of a placement 

after a move or swap. For each net, a data structure contains not only the coordinates of the four 

sides of the net bounding box, it also contains the number of pins on the net that lie on each side. 

This information is used to determine the new net bounding box after a swap by only examining 

the pins that moved rather than a brute force calculation for every pin on the affected net. 

VPR currently holds the world record among academic FPGA placement and routing tools 

with the minimum total number of tracks required to place and route a set of standard benchmark 

circuits Detz97bl. 

2.2.4 Algorithms Based on Variations of Hierarchical Clustering and 
Simulated Annealing - NRG and Simulated Quenching 

In [Sarr97], the NRG standard cell, row-based placement tool is proposed. It perfoms in 

succession a global placement, a detailed placement, and a final refinement, each of which is 

based on simulated anneaiing. The main objectives are to reduce the search space of potential 

placement configurations to obtain higher quality results faster, and to provide a fast prediction of 

the high-quality placement possible using NRG itself. The placement problem is divided into a 

global placement phase and a detailed placement phase. The motivation is that a good global 

placement can assign modules to approximate locations quickly and the detailed placement con- 

cems itself with the exact location and timing of a module, given the constraints set by the global 

placement. 

In the global placement phase, flat modules are assigned to a coarse grid via annealing, 

where each grid location ("bin") can hold multiple modules. The cost function being minimized 

includes total bounding box wirelength (PWIREuNGTH) and a penalty function (PGBCD) to prevent 

unbalanced numbers of modules in each bin on the global placement grid. So, the cost of a place- 

ment x, is given by: 
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f(x) = PWIRELENGTH + %BCD (2.7) 

where ii is a scaling factor. The authors argue that this is different from clustering modules in the 

flat netlist first, even though the goal of problem simplification is the same. They reason that oper- 

ating on the flat netlist (rather than a netlist of indivisible clusters) provides more Bexibility, and 

that clustering modules takes a local view of the placement problem rather than a global one. 

In the detailed placement phase, the global bin assignments from the anneaîed result of the 

global placement phase are decomposed into the flat gnd. Then, a low temperature annealing 

schedule is used to perform the detriled placement of the modules, minimizing a cost function 

consisting of wirelength, overlap penalty, and row penalty. The follow-up refinement phase shifts 

cells to remove any remaining overlap. 

The grid size for the global placement phase is arrived at using a binary search to minimize 

the difference in wirelength between a very fast global placement and a very fast detailed place- 

ment for that grid size. Each phase is sped up by simply reducing the number of moves attempted 

by the annealer at each temperature. NRG achieves wirelengths that are as good or better than 

those obtained by the commercial version of TimberWolf for a set of five benchmark circuits. In 

addition, NRG can be used to quickly obtain an estimate of the wirelength NRG itself can provide 

when allowed to achieve the highest quality placement. NRG's wirelength predictions are 3 - 20% 

more than the actual wirelengths from high-quality NRG placements. Finally, the mn time of 

NRG can reduced by up to a factor of two, if a quality degradation of 1 - 3% can be tolerated. 

In [Sato97], an iterative, partitioning-based placement algorithm known as "simulated 

quenching" (SQ) is proposed for linear (1-dimensional) placement problems. Many portions of 

the algorithm mimic ideas from simulated annealing; the algorithm operates in the following 

manner: 

"Moves" are generated by partitioning the linear placement of blocks into subgroups 

using a particular pitch (subgroup size) and a randomly chosen offset; 

A force value for each block in each subgroup is computed based only on the nets that 

cross subgroups; a force value represents the direction in which moving a block 

decreases the length of an inter-subgïoup net connected to that block. These accumulated 

force values are then used to sort the blocks within each subgroup. 

This process is repeated multiple times with different partitionings of the netlist, each 

with the sarne pitch, but different offsets. 
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Mer a number of iterations, the pitch value (subgroup size, p) is reduced according to a 

predetermined "schedule", p = p - 0.03 * @ I logzp) (this is similar to temperature reduc- 

tion in simulated annealing), and the entire procedure is repeated until the pitch value 

falls below 2. 

When this method is compared to a pure simulated annealing implementation, similar wirelength 

results are obtained for a set of very srnall MCNC benchmark circuits [Yanggl], but SQ exhibits 

superior run time. However, for the MCNC circuit ~38417, the SQ algorithm requires 8 hours to 

reach a stable solution when mn on a 166 MHz Hypersparc workstation. 

2.2.5 Choice of Starting Temperature for Simulated Annealing 
One crucial feature of any automatically-generated, dynamic, and adaptive annealing sched- 

ule for a variety of circuits is the choice of the starting temperature, To, for a given placement. The 

reason is that if the temperature is set too high, subsequent annealing will destroy the existing 

placement structure, which makes any previous work toward placing the circuit useless. Con- 

versely, if the temperature is set too low, the rnnealer is unlikely to improve upon the existing 

placement significantly, as it will be unable to escape local minima. 

In [Rose90], a method is proposed to compute a good starting temperature for simulated 

annealing placements. The idea is that there exists a temperature for a given simulated annealing 

placement where the placement is in a state of equilibrium. In this state, there is no expected net 

change in the cost function after a set of moves, which implies that the expected change in place- 

ment cost is zero: 

E(AC) = O (2.8) 

Let P(AC) be the probability that a move with change in cost AC is generated €rom the current 

placement state. If this distribution is known, then if N is  the number of moves atternpted on the 

current placement, we can express Equation (2.8) as: 

m 

E(AC) = (AC- P ( A C )  P,,,,(AC)) dAC = O Cg)  
-m 

where Paccep(AC) is the probability that a move with cost AC is accepted. From Section 2.2.1, we 

know PCICCePXAC) is commonl y de fined as: 
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By substituting Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.9), two separate integrds are obtained: 

O 00 

So, the equilibrium temperature of a given simulated annealing placement with a known 

distribution P(AC) is the temperature T = Teq for which Equation (2.1 1) is satisfied. 

The process of calculating this equilibrium temperature for a given placement is informally 

refened to as a "simulated thermometer." In order to implement this temperature measurement 

scheme to compute the equilibrium temperature for a given placement, a set of N discrete samples 

is used to approximate the continuous distribution of AC over dl moves. This means Equation 

(2.9) can be written as: 

Ideally, P(ACi) is measured on a running simulated annealing process while at the equilibrium 

temperature, Teq . However, if each move i is actually being generated, then the number of moves 

produced with a change in cost ACi wili be N P(ACi). That means moves with a particular 

change in cost will be generated with about the same frequency as they would appear in the con- 

tinuous distribution. So, as long as N is sufficiently large, the set of sample moves generated will 

approximate the distribution of AC over a11 possible moves, and the P(ACi) term in Equation 

(2.12) is inherent from the move generation and in the calculation of E(AC). 

The simulated thermometer talces an initial placement of blocks, and perforrns a large num- 

ber of moves (N), none of which are permitted to change the placement. The change in cost asso- 

ciated with each move i is recorded (ACi), as well as whether the move would have been accepted 

or not, based on Equation (2.10). The expression for E(AC) in Equation (2.12) is then evaluated, 

and a binary search over temperature is perfomed to find the temperature at which the expected 

value of the overall change in placement cost is zero. When the temperature value, Tq, that satis- 

fies Equation (2.12) is found, the temperature at which the given placement is in a state of equilib- 

rium is determined, and this is a suitable initial temperature to begin annealing the placement. 
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As the binary search for the equilibrium temperature progresses, only the probability of 

accepting "bad" moves is affected (moves that increase the placement cost -- PacCept(ACi) for 

ACi>O). So, the only portions of Equation (2.12) that need to be recomputed are those for each 

recorded "bad" rnove at a particular temperature during the search. This simplifies and speeds up 

the cdculation. It is also important to ensure that enough moves are made to obtain an accurate 

probability distribution for P(ACi). Between 10,000 and 100,000 moves are recommended 

[Rose90]. 

2.3 Clustering Algorithms 
In this section we discuss the motivation behind using netlist clustering algorithms to speed 

up heuristics that solve problems such as placement and partitioning, and list some of the cost 

functions used in the prior research to build good clusters. 

2.3.1 Using Clustering to Reduce Problem Complexity 
Whether the problem is partitioning or placement, the virtues of using bottom-up netlist 

clustering are well documented in [Sun951 [Roy931 [Shin93] [Hage97] [Kary97] [Alpe97c]. The 

primary goal of this clustering is to reduce the problem size so that a smaller and more easily solv- 

able problem is obtained. This assists in decreasing the time required for iterative algorithms to 

obtain a good solution for the overail problem. 

A clustering groups netlist modules into disjoint subsets, known as clusters. When the mod- 

ules are packed into each cluster, the netlist that is induced is a condensed version of the original 

problem that may be solved more easily and quickly. This is particularly crucial for iterative algo- 

rithms whose performance tend to degrade as the problem size and complexity increase. Hagen 

and Kahng suggest that the advantage offered by clustering in reducing the problem size permits 

the algorithm operating on the condensed problem to focus on the most difficult and time-con- 

suming portion [Hage97]. Both [Sung 51 and [Roy931 state that through effective netlist cluster- 

ing, the number of clusters to manipulate, the number of interilluster nets and pins, and the 

average fanout of the remaining nets are al1 substantially reduced. This can decrease the cornputa- 

tion time required by an order of magnitude compared to operating on the original Bat netlist. 
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If one level of clustering is insufficient to simplify the complexity of the problem, then addi- 

tional levels of clustering (hierarchical or multi-level clustering) may be performed until the prob- 

lem size becomes manageable. With multi-level clustering, the compaction of the original Bat 

netlist can proceed more gently, with progressively smaller clustered netlists king produced at 

each level of the hierarchy. Intuitively, the benefit of multi-level clustering is that the iterative 

improvement strategy has more oppominities for refinement. Furthemore, as the refinement 

moves from coarser to finer levels, the iterative algorithm can avoid bad local minima because of 

the large steps taken at the highest levels of the hierarchy. The progressively smaller and more 

detailed steps at the lower levels of the hierarchy enable tbe algorithm to find good final solutions 

[Alpe97c]. 

In the specific case of hierarchical placement, the clustering serves as a bottom-up prepro- 

cessing step. A good clustering algorithm should identify those groups of blocks that are tightly 

coupled in the netiist and will end up being placed in close proximity in the final placement. Even 

though top-down partitioning achieves the same divide-and-conquer philosophy as clustering 

(though starting from a global view and working its way down to a local view of the circuit), the 

growth in circuit size may make this problern prohibitive (this is why clustering is used to sim- 

plify large partitioning problems). It is important, however, that the clustering step be fast itself, 

otherwise the speedup benefits are nullified. As well, the clusters should be built with as unifonn 

a size as possible, since algorithms that swap clusters become less effective when the sizes of the 

objects vary greatly [Sun95]. Placement algorithms tend to have more success in minimizing the 

net lengths of low fanout nets rather than high fanout nets [Roy93]. Consequently, creating a hier- 

archy of clusters that shrinks the problem size, so that the average fanout of a net is reduced, can 

be advantageous to achieving both good quality and run time. 

2.3.2 Cost Functions Used to Build Clusters 
In [Sun95], two levels of clustering are performed prior to hierarchical simulated annealing- 

based placement. A single level of clusters is constructed in linear time based on connectivity, 

with the clusters having similar size. The cost function is designed so that nets with srna11 fanout 

are absorbed into a single cluster. These nets are easier to fit in a single cluster than nets of greater 

fanout. Each net i is assigned a weight Wi that is inversely proportional to its fanout. So, if the set 

of pins on net i is Fi, wi = 1 1 ( 1 Fi 1 - 1). A tree mode1 for multi-terminal nets is used, which rneans 
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that an n-pin net has n-1 edges; if that net spans m clusters, then there are m-1 inter-cluster edges, 

and if there are j pins of that net contained in a cluster, then that cluster has j-1 edges. Let Bk be 

the set of al1 pins contained within cluster k. The weight, Wk, of cluster k is then defined as the 

sum of al1 the edge weights in that cluster: 

The first component of the product term in the sumrnation represents the number of edges of net i 

that are completely contained within cluster k. Note that if the entire net was absorbed by cluster k 

(dl pins of net i are contained within boundmies of cluster k), the total edge weight due to that net 

would be I .  Let N be the desired number of clusters to be constmcted at a specific level. The 

objective of the clustering algorithm is to maximize the cost function C below, without violating 

the constraints on cluster capacity (a minimum and maximum size for clusters at a specific level): 

[Sun951 employs a simulated annealing algorithm to build the clusters while maximizing the 

above cost function, where blocks are swapped or rnoved across clusters as long as the blocks 

have connections in each cluster. 

In [Roy93], a bottom-up hierarchical technique is also used to construct clusters for parti- 

tioning. An accumulative weighted graph is used to represent the circuit netlist, where each node 

represents a circuit module, and each edge indicates a net containing those two nodes. An n-pin 

net then results in n(n-1)/2 edges in the complete graph. The clustering targets those nodes in the 

graph that qualify to be merged with each other. As in [SungS], each net is weighted by the 

inverse of its fanout, (Il@-1), for an n-pin net). Al1 the edges between every pair of nodes in the 

graph are collapsed into single edges with a total weight equal to the sum of al1 the edge weights 

between the same two nodes. 

In the first clustering phase, "natural" clusters are constructed from those nodes which are 

connected by edges that have weight greater than some threshold. This tends to cluster the most 

dense subgraphs from the weighted graph of the netlist, and higher levels of clustering proceed in 

the same way with a condensed netlist of clusters and an updated vaiue for the threshold. 
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The second phase of clustering uses an adaptive method to refine the clusters created in the 

first phase. Its goal is to further simplify the netlist while making sure the sizes of the clusters are 

approximately equal. Small clusters on 2-pin nets are merged together to form larger clusters, but 

if there are no such nets remaining, then the smallest cluster on the multi-terminal net with the 

largest fanout is merged with a given small cluster. In this way, both the total number of nets in the 

revised netlist is reduced, and the average net fanout of the remaining nets is also reduced. The 

clustered netlist is then transferred to the partitioninglplacement tool. 

In [Shin93], a single level of bottom-up clustering is utilized to simplify a partitioning prob- 

lem, as well as provide a hienrchical partitioning tool with a good initial solution that can be effi- 

ciently evaluated. The intuition is that a clustering-based initial partitioning solution is superior to 

a random solution since the blocks that are merged into clusters should ultimately reside in the 

same partition. 

The clustering process begins by considering each circuit block a cluster itself (cluster size 

= 1). Let CommonNets(C, D) represent the set of nets common to clusters C and D, Pins(C) and 

Pins(D) represent the set of pins contained in clusters C and D, respectively, ClusterSize(C, D) be 

the size of the new cluster fonned by merging C and D, and AvgClusterSize be the average size of 

al1 the clusters. The "closeness" of two clusters C and D is given by [Shin93]: 

The first cornponent measures the strength of the attraction between the clusters, while the second 

component is the penalty for creating clusters with unbalanced sizes, whose influence is con- 

trolled by the scaling factor, a. The pairs of clusters with the highest closeness scores are merged 

until the desired number of clusters is reached. After two clusters are merged, the closeness scores 

of al1 the other affected clusters are updated to reflect the change. 

Once dl the clusters are constructed, the clustered netlist is partitioned multiple times, and 

the best solution is passed on to the Bat partitioner for funher refinement. The combined cluster- 

ing and Zlevel partitioning methodology leads to high quality partitioning results in a rersonable 

execution time. 

In [Alpe97c], multi-level clustering is used to simpliS the partitioning problem. The vari- 

ous levels of clustered netlists are passed to a hierarchical partitioning tool for repeated partition- 

ing and decomposition of the clusters while maintaining the partitions from the previous higher 

level of the hierarchy. 
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The clustering at a given level rnerges 2 blocks (or clusters) at a time in the following man- 

ner: an unclustered block w is merged with a given block v if w has the highest connectivity to v, 

according to the cost function below [Alpe97c]: 

where A(v) and A(w) are the respective areas of blocks v and w, and e represents each net common 

to both v and W. The (1 / lei) component reflects that blocks connected to low fanout nets are pre- 

ferred, and the (1 / (A(v) A(w))) term indicates that blocks with smaller areas are preferred for 

merging to maintain clusters with balanced sizes. If there is no suitable unclustered block W. then 

block v is assigned to its own separate cluster. Nets with fanout 10 and up are ignored for the pur- 

pose of calculating conn(v, w), and the clustenng at a given level terminates when a specified frac- 

tion of al1 blocks have been clustered, 

2.4 Fast Compile Algorithms 
While there exists a great deal of previous work on VLSI placement algorithms that can be 

applied towards FPGAs, and these algonthms succeed to varying degrees in minimizing the wir- 

ing area occupied by a circuit. very few of them have as their prirnary goal the minimization of 

run time. In this section, we descnbe some of the recent work dealing with fast compilation for 

FPGAs. 

2.4.1 Lola 
Gehring and Ludwig [Gehr98] describe a fast placement tool in the context of a set of inte- 

grated CAD toois for the Xilinx XC6200 FPGA architecture. It converts a Lola HDL specification 

[Wirt96] into an FPGA programming bitstream in the order of seconds. Their constructive and 

deterministic placement algorithm operates only on a hierarchical description of a circuit that con- 

tains regular subcircuits and is represented by parameterized templates. It takes user-specified 

position hints and proceeds in a bottom-up fashion to place the inner-rnost subcircuits, and then 

recursively places the larger array structures and expression trees. Simple heuristics for placing 

these structures are employed to place the regular bit-sliced designs that oflen occur in datapath 

circuits. The designer is pennitted to manually intervene to provide hints and feedback to the 
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automatic placer that pre-places parts of the circuit. Since the circuit hierarchy is maintained, the 

user cm easily modiw the placement manually or provide further hints to constrain future item 

tions of the placer. Upon reaching a placement solution, the specific placement information for 

each subcircuit is passed on to every instance of that template. 

The placement algorithm is of linear complcxity and is fast - a circuit of 11,748 config- 

urable logic blocks (CLBs) was placed in 33.5 seconds on a 166 MHz Intel Pentium. The Xilinx 

XC6264 is the target device. The authors admit that their strategy does not lead to dense Iayouts, 

and that for larger circuits, manual Roorplanning may be required. 

2.4.2 GAMA 
Callahan et al. [Ca1198] combine fast placement with module mapping in their GAMA tool. 

It is used to synihesize bit-sliced datapath circuits quickly by treating the placement and mapping 

problems jointly as a tree covenng problem. A datafiow graph representation of the circuit is split 

into trees, and a linear-time implementation of bottom-up dynamic programming is used io per- 

form the simultaneous module mapping and relative module placement. While creating a tree 

covering for a particular module, a linear placement is formed by abutting the module with the 

best covers of its fanin trees. Modules within a subtree are placed contiguously, and the size of a 

module's fanin trees are used to estimate routing delays that form part of the cost function used to 

evaluate different covers and placements. Once placement within a tree is complete, a greedy heu- 

ristic is employed CO perform the global placement of the trees that seeks to place trees on the crit- 

ical path close to each other. After post-covering and post-placement local optimizations are 

made, each module is generated on demand, rather than copying it from a static library of mod- 

ules with different widths, shapes, and orientations. 

By opting to maintain the hierarchical datapath circuit structure, rather than flattening the 

design to a netlist of gates, the authors are able to exploit specialized features of their target FPGA 

device architectures, such as fast cany chains. They obtain good resul ts when targeting the Xilinx 

XC4000 family and explore the trade-off between optimizing for area (minimum number of con- 

figurable logic blocks, CLBs, required) and for delay (minimizing critical path delay through the 

dataflow graph, or minimizing the number of CLBs while meeting a specific timing constraint). 
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The authors admit that only a subset of al1 possible linear orderings of optimized modules are 

evaluated, and so an optimal placement cannot be ensured. However, GAMA can be beneficial in 

situations where placement quality may be sacrificed for compilation time; it can provide a quick 

initial solution for further iterative refinement or when a fast estimate of placement cost is needed. 

2.4.3 Fast Placement for FPGAs via Automatic Floorplanning 
In Fess981, compile-time efficient placement for FPGAs is approached using ASIC fioor- 

planning techniques. By considering portions of the circuit king mapped to the FPGA as pre- 

placed and pre-routed macrocells, the compile times for large designs can be decreased from an 

hour to mere minutes, although there is both a severe area and circuit speed penalty. Using macros 

and floorplanning tends to yield a fast placement result, but following it up with some amount of 

annealing tends to smooth out any congestion and permits better device utilization. Furthemore, 

if inter-macro routing is not taken into account during the floorplanning stage, this can lead to 

longer routing times than those obtained by using classical Rat place-and-route heuristics due to 

the increase in total wirelength. 

For circuits with an explicit hierarchical structure, an iterative strategy using relative ce11 

placement, ce11 rotation, and ce11 mirroring is used to achieve the goal of minimum interconnec- 

tion wirelength. The method first involves finding optimized layouts for a set of macrocells that 

will be stored in a library database. Since each macrocell is small, this does not expend much 

time, and only needs to be done once. The circuit is then recursively bipartitioned using classicd 

algorithrns to create a slicing floorplan with minimum cut size, where each leaf in the binary slic- 

ing tree is a single macro. Then, floorplan sizing is perfonned using a bottom-up dynamic pro- 

gamming approach. Al1 feasible shape combinations are evaluated in this traversal from the 

leaves to the root of the floorplm's slicing tree, and those which consume too much area are 

pruned. A top-down slicing tree traversal is then perfonned, and at each level of the traversal, the 

combination of macrocells that fits the shape constraints laid out in the previous step is chosen 

such that wirelength is kept at a minimum. At the end of this stage, the Roorplan contains a list of 

macro locations, shapes, and orientations that result in a macrocell placement on the minimum- 

sized square FPGA that can accommodate it. 
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2.4.4 Fast Routing and Difficulty Prediction 
In [Swar98a], the routing phase of the fast FPGA compile is addressed. It is the complement 

to this work and together they form the Fast Compile Project at the University of Toronto. Swartz 

et al. present a fast routability-driven FPGA router, and later propose a fast timing-aware router in 

[Swar98b]. Their enhancements to the basic maze router include using a more aggressive, depth- 

first search technique to route nets from sources to sinks, the choice of target sinks when routing 

multi-tenninal nets, routing the nets in decreasing order of fanout, and reducing problem corn- 

plexity by dividing the FPGA into unifody-shed bins. Another key contribution of this work is 

the feedback provided to the user of the predicted difficulty of a given routing problem. Given a 

placement and a target FPGA, the tool estirnates the minimum number of tracks per chmnel 

required to route the circuit on the given FPGA from the bounding-box wirelength placement 

cost. It then compares this figure to the actual number of available tracks per channel on the 

device, and informs the user that either the circuit can be routed quickly, that it can be routed 

given more time, or that it is unroutable given the current target FPGA. 

2.5 Summary 
In this chapter. we provided definitions for the FPGA placement problem and the ultra-fast 

placement problem. We then reviewed some of the prior work done in general VLSI placement 

algorithrns, focusing on sirnulated annealing-biised heuristics. We also discussed previous efforts 

that used clustering to simplify and speed up placement and partitioning problems and the various 

cost functions employed to build clusters from a flat netlist. Findly, we presented some of the 

recent work accomplished in creating fast compilation tools for FPGAs. This provides the back- 

ground information necessary to understand the design details of the ultra-fast placement algo- 

rithm, which is described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Ultra-Fast Placement Algorithm 

In this chapter, the components of the ultra-fast placement algorithm are described, includ- 

ing the parameters that dlow the exchange of wirelength for compile time. We then desctibe how 

we determined a stable set of these parameters that give us the best quality-time trade-off. 

3.1 Overview of Approach 
Recall that the placement problem for FPGAs begins with a technology-mapped netlist of 

logic blocks, UO pads, and their interconnections. The output is an assignment of the blocks and 

pads to specific physical locations of the FPGA. To achieve ultra-high-speed placement for 

FPGAs, we build upon the clustering and hierarchical simulated annealing algorithm described in 

[Sun951 and the adaptive annealing schedule of [Betz97] [Betz98]. We integrate it into the infra- 

structure provided by VPR (the Versatile Place and Route tool presented in [Betz97]). 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the framework for the algorithm [Sank99]. The first stage is a multi- 

level. bottom-up clustering of the logic blocks. Note that we do not incorporate Il0 pads into the 

clusters of logic blocks, since they have restrictions on their placement. The clustering is parame- 

terized as follows: a total of L different levels of clustering will be performed. At each level i, si 

biocks (or clusters) at the previous level are grouped into a cluster. If a circuit contains a total of N 

logic blocks, then after a single level of clustering (level l), there are r~/ql clusters. These clus- 

ters can be grouped again to create a second level of clustering, with s2 first-level clusters in each 

second-level cluster, giving ITlVlsr1 / s21 clusten at the top level (level2), and so on. 

Once d l  the required clustering is done, placement must be performed at each level of the 

newly-formed hierarchy. We employ a two-step approach at each level: an initiai constructive 
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Figure 3.1: High-level view of fast placement algorithm. 

placement followed by iterative improvement using simulated annealing. The parameters of the 

anneal are tuned to secure a good quaiity-time trade-off, as described below. Figure 3.2 illustrates 

an abstract view of the multi-level clustering and placement. Our goal is to achieve high-speed 

placement by quickly making good and fast global decisions at the higher levels of the hierarchy, 

and following this with iterative local improvement at each level. Our choices of algorithms are 

guided by the following objective: reduce the complexity of a large placement problem by divid- 

ing it into manageable portions, and then employ known heuristics that are simple, fast, and effec- 

tive on each portion. As we have seen in Chapter 2, multi-level clustering has been used to 

simpliQ and speed up the solution of large placement and partitioning problems. This serves as 

the motivation behind using this approach to attack the fast placement problem for FPGAs. 
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Figure 3.2: Abstract view of rnulti-level clustering and placement. 

3.2 Multiple-Level Clustering 

3.2.1 Description of Algorithm 
The first step of the ultra-fast placement algorithm is a multi-level bottom-up clustering of 

logic blocks. The input to the clustering step is a netlist of N logic blocks and their interconnec- 

tions, the number of clustering levels, L, and the cluster size at each level, sl, s 2 .  SL. We resirict 

the cluster sizes (si) to be perfect squares (4, 16, 25, W..) in order to simplify the grid resizing 

operations at the various levels of placement. The task is to create L separate netlists of clusters of 

logic blocks and their interconnections, where each block or lower-level cluster is assigned to a 

unique higher-level cluster exactly once, and each cluster ci,k (the kth cluster at level i )  has at most 

si blocks or clusters from the previous level, i-1. 

The clustering algorithm begins by randornly choosing a logic block as a seed, and assign- 

ing it to the first slot in a cluster. Each unclustered block connected to that seed is assigned a score 

that rates how much the block belongs to this cluster. This score, wb, for each candidate block b 

has two components: (1) the number of connections between the candidate and the cluster king 

constnicted, with eacb ccnnection weighted by the fanout of the net on which it lies, as in 

[Sun95], and (2) the number of nets that would be completely absorbed if this candidate were 
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added to the current cluster. We say that a net is absorbed by a cluster if al1 the blocks on that net 

are contained within that single cluster. If we denote J to represent the set of nets shared between 

the candidate block b and the cluster c under construction, Pi as the set of pins on net j E J, and 

Abc as the set of nets absorbed by adding candidate block b to cluster c, then the score can be 

expressed as: 

With this function, blocks on low-fanout nets and on nets that are about to be absorbed are 

preferred when building the clusters. The candidate block with the highest score is added to the 

next available cluster slot, and if the cluster is full, a new one is started with a new randomly 

selected seed block. This process is repeated until dl the blocks are clustered. The result is a 

netlist of clusters with absorbed nets and redundant pins removed. We proceed in a similar man- 

ner to create further levels in the clustering hierarchy. The pseudo-code for the clustering algo- 

tithm is presented in Figure 3.3. 

The number of clustering levels, L and the size of the clusters at each level, si can be varied 

to allow the trade-off between compile time and quality. As the size of the clusters increases, the 

placement problems become simpler because more details are hidden, but there is less accurate 

representaiion of the netlist and therefore lower quality may result. By focusing on the collapse of 

low-fanout nets via clustering, we are implying that blocks connected to those nets will be placed 

in close proximity after a high-quality Rat placement. Furthemore, the removal of these nets from 

the global view of the circuit and the use of clustering to reduce the average fanout of the remain- 

ing non-absorbed nets will allow the placement phase to devote its attention at higher levels in the 

hierarchy to nets whose Iengths are more difficult to minimize in a Bat placement scheme, and do 

so in a much quicker fashion. 

3.2.2 Clustering Example 
Figure 3.4 provides an example to illustrate the clustering aigorithm. The cluster under con- 

struction can hold up to four blocks, and three of its slots are filled with logic blocks x, y, and z. In 

order to fil1 the remaining available cluster slot, we examine the candidate blocks that share con- 

nections with the current cluster. Upon adding block z to the cluster, the most recent addition, 

scores are incrementally updated or assigned to blocks that are newly connected to the cluster and 
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p. - - - - 

Input: # of clustering levels, L; cluster size at each level, $1 .. q 
procedure cluster-blocks { 

currJevel= I ; 
Repeat ( 

Repeat ( 
Start new cluster and flush bucket structure; 
Select random seed block; 
Repeat { 

for each candidate block b connected to seed [ 
Compute/incrementally update cluster score, wb, from (3.1); 
Store score in bucket structure; 
if ( ~ b  > ~best-bloc&) ( 

best-block = b; 
) I* end if */ 

) /* end for *I 
Add best-block to next free cluster slot; 
seed = bestblock; 

) until (cluster is full I I  no more blocks at this level to cluster) 
) until al1 logic blocks at this level are clustered 
Revise netlist at this level -> remove absorbed nets and redundant pins; 
curr-level++; I* proceed to next level of clustering */ 

) until al1 L levels of clustering complete 
) /* end cluster-blocks *I 

Figure 3.3: Pseudo-code for multi-level clustering algorithm. 

A 
l i logic block 

Figure 3.4: Clustering example. 
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those that are on nets about to be absorbed. The cost function in Equation (3.1) gives the scores in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Cluster scores for candidate blocks in example of Figure 3.4. 

Block Cluster Score 111 

Note that based on its cluster score being the highest, block a would be chosen for the 

remaining free cluster slot over blocks b, d, e, and c, respectively. In fact, block c would not even 

be considered as a candidate since it does not share any connections with the cluster. The attrac- 

tiveness of block a is apparent from its sharing a single 3-pin net with the cluster and that this net 

would be absorbed if block a was added to the cluster. If there are available cluster slots and none 

of the rernaining unclustered candidate blocks share any connections with the cluster under con- 

struction, then a candidate is selected randomly and assigned to the next free slot. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates how cluster size influences the amount of absorption of nets resulting 

from a single level of clustering for one circuit in our benchmark suite. Note that even for rela- 

tively small cluster sizes (between 2 and 10 logic blocks per cluster), a significant proportion of 

ff at nets are collapsed (25-60%), and up to 80% of the nets from the original netlist are eliminated 

with a cluster size that is under 100 blocks. M i l e  the data shown in the graph was obtained from 

clustering a single circuit using difierent cluster sizes, and the results from different circuits are 

influenced by iheir fanout distribution, these trends are apparent in al1 the circuits. 

3.2.3 Complexity of Clustering 
The score assigned to any candidate block changes only when a net connected to that block 

is first connected to a cluster, or when that net is about to be absorbed (i.e. al1 but block b of the 

pins on net j are contained in cluster c, and the cluster has an avaiiable slot). The list of the best 

scores and associated candidates is maintained in a bucket-sorted data structure in order to per- 

fonn fast updates [Com90]. The bucket structure, which is sorted by score, only needs to be 

flushed when a cluster is full. Let N be the number of logic blocks, K be the number of nets on 
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Figure 3.5: Graph of percentage of total flat nets absorbed versus cluster 
size for one level of clustering on MCNC circuit frisc (3692 blocks). 

each logic block, f,, be the maximum fanout of any net in the circuit, and s be the size of the 

cluster. The complexity of the algorithm can be derived by observing that when generating the 

clusters, the algorithm must examine each of the N blocks once, each of the K nets connected to 

the block, and each of the other pins on those nets. This examination occurs either upon adding a 

block to a cluster or when a net is about to be absorbed. The complexity of the ciustering algo- 

nthm is thus O(NfKfma). If we clip the value off,, by restricting the clustering algorithm from 

examining nets above a certain fanout threshold, this is a linear-time algorithm. This bound is sat- 

isfied at higher levels of clustering as well, since N is scaled down by a factor of the cluster size 

(s), K is scaled up by at most a factor of s (and is often less than that), and fma is likely to 

decrease. Practically speaking, the clustering is very fast: a 20,000 CLUT circuit can be clustered 

into clusters of size 64 in 2.1 seconds on a 300mz Sun UltraSPARC workstation. 
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3.3 Placement of Clusters at Each Level 
Once we have constmcted the hierarchy of clusters, placement must occur at each level. The 

placement algorithm consists of two steps: constructive placement followed by simulated-anneal- 

ing-based iterative improvement. 

3.3.1 Constructive Placement of Clusters 
Given a netlist of clusters and their interconnections, we first perform a random placement 

of al1 the VO pads in the circuit at the highest level of the hierarchy. This provides anchor points 

for the constructive piacemen t of the clusters. Note that subsequent optirnization steps will change 

this initial pad placement. 

The constructive placement determines positions for three separate groups of clusters: (1) 

those connected to output pads, (2) those connected to input pads, and (3) those connected to 

0 t h  logic clusters. It cornputes, for each cluster in each group in succession, the arithmetic mean 

position of al1 the clusters and pads it is connected to that have already been placed. The cluster is 

then placed as close to this "center of gravity" as possible. The initial placement of the pads pro- 

vides the guidance for this construction. We have found that this method provides a superior start- 

ing point for the subsequent iterative improvement step compared to using a simple random 

placement. Experiments also show that this placement results in a slightly better quality-tirne 

trade-off than an initial random placement. The pseudo-code for the constructive cluster place- 

ment step is shown in Figure 3.6. 

At lower levels in the hierarchy, the same constructive approach is used, with three excep- 

tions: (1) there is no initial pad placement - pads are placed in the same way logic clusters are; (2) 

if a block has not yet been placed and its position is needed for the mean calculation, the geomet- 

ric center of the higher-level cluster it is contained within is used as the position; (3) each of the 

cluster contents is placed as close to its calculated "center of gravity" while remaining within the 

prescribed cluster boundaries. 

At each level of the hierarchy, it is possible to perform multiple iterations of the constructive 

placement algorithm prior to the iterative improvement step. The objective is to refine the place- 

ment using the same constructive algorithm but making use of the cornpiete placement informa- 

tion available from the previous iteration. This helps to fix the problem that early in the first 

iteration, pads and clusters are placed without exact information on the location of the clusters to 
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Input: netlist of clusters, I/0 pads, and interconnections, hierarchy level number 
procedure place-clusters (int curr-lever) [ 

calculate grid size for clusters at level cwr-level; 
if (curr_level= top level in hieriuchy) [ 

son clusters into list, sorted-clusters[ 1, in following order: 
clusters connected to output pads. input pads, and the test; 

do random pad placement; 
1 
else ( I* lower levels of hierarchy */ 

calculate boundaries induced by each level (curr_level+l) cluster; 
sorted clusters[ ] = list of clusters and pads et level curr-level; 

) l* end if */ 
&=O; 
while not dl clusters and pads have been placed { 

curr-cluster = sorted_clusters[k] ; 
total-x = t o t a l j  = total-connections = 0; 
for each connection, conn, to curr-cluster ( 

if (curr-level != top level in hierarchy) && (cunn is unplaced) 
use center of cluster at level curr_level+ 1 ; 

if (conn has been assigned a legal location) 
total-x += c0nn.x; total y += c0nn.y; total-connections~; 

) 1* end for */ 
meanx = total-x / total-connections; 
mean y = to taly  1 total-connections; 
place cum-cluster as close to (mean-x, mean y); 
1* without violating array or induced cluster boundaries */ 
label curr-cluster as placed; num-clustersglaced++; 
k++; /* examine next unplaced cluster or pad */ 

) 1* end while */ 
) /* end place-clusters */ 

Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code for constructive cluster or intra-cluster placement. 

which they are connected. Although multiple passes of the constructive placement algorithrn 

tended to improve the wirelength slightly at each level in the hierarchy, there was no significant 

difference in final placement cost at each level after the simulated annealing-based iterative 

improvement phase, irrespective of the number of iterations performed by the constructive placer. 

Table 3.2 shows a cornparison between the constructive cluster placement algorithm and a 

quick and simple random placement at clustering levels below the top level. After the prescribed 

clustering was completed, a top-level placement was perfonned with our constructive placement 

algorithm. At al1 successively lower levels, the initial cluster placement was perfonned using the 

constnictive algorithm, in one case, and a random placement algorithm, in the other. To ensure 
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that the comparison was fair, in both cases the follow-up iterative improvement phase at each level 

was the sarne. The data shown is the geometric mean of the nomalized final placement cost and 

the associated mean overall run time across 20 benchmark circuits, using the different initial clus- 

ter placement dgorithms. For 1 and 2 levels of clustenng, there is a slight benefit in placement 

quality at the expense of a slight increase in run time when using the constructive placement algo- 

rithm. For 3 levels of clustering, the difference between the two algorithms appears to favor the 

random placement algorithm. Note that this is a cornparison for the levels below the top level of 

the hierarchy; the constructive placement algorithm delivers a better qudity-mn time trade-off 

than a random placement of the top-level clusters. 

Table 3.2: Constructive versus random initial cluster placement. 

I Constructive Random Length of 
Follow-up 
Iterative 

Improvement 
Phase 

Mean Geometric Mean 
Run Nomdized 
Tirne Wirelength 

(s) (20 circuit average) 

7.36 1.567 

Mean Geometric Mean 
Run Norrndized 
Time Wirelength 

(s) (20 circuit average) 
l 

6.10 1.589 

# Cluster 
Levels 

short 
-. 

medium 

long 

short 

medium 

long 

short 

medium 

long 

3.3.2 Simulated-Annealhg-Based Iterative Improvement of Placement 
Following the constructive placement of clusters and pads at any level in the hierarchy, we 

improve its quality using simulated annealing-based [Krk831 [Sech851 iterative improvement 

before proceeding to the next lower level. Refer to Chapter 2 for a description of the basic simu- 

Iated annealing method as it is applied to placement. We have adapted the anneaiing implementa- 

tion in VPR described in pet2971 @3ea98]. 
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One important issue is whether or not to restrict the motion of blocks to remain within the 

cluster boundaries of the most recent cluster level. We have expenmentally determined that at 

every level of the hierarchy it is much better to allow the blocks king placed to move across the 

cluster boundaries. This still means that the coarse placement from the previous level is usehl; if 

the boundaries are strictly enforced, however, then placement quality suffers. To demonstrate this, 

an experiment was run on a set of 20 benchmark circuits cornparhg placing flat blocks within 

cluster boundaries to placing them across the boundaries. A single level of clustering was speci- 

fied, with identical cluster sizes arid identical top-level and Rat-level placement parameters. in 

both cases, a geometric average run time of 14.04 seconds was obtained across the 20 circuits. 

However, the geometric average nonnalized placement cost was 1.23 when blocks were allowed 

to cross cluster boundaries, while a cost of 1.51 was obtained when the blocks were restricted to 

moving only within those boundaries. 

The key parameters that control the quality-time trade-off for simulated annealing are: 

The starting temperature, To. This is a ctuciai parameter, because if the temperature is set 

too high, the subsequent annealing will destroy the placement structure developed at pre- 

vious Ievels in the hierarchy. If it is set too low, then insufficient optimization will be per- 

formed. We employ three different mechanisms for determining To. The first is to 

ernploy the temperature "measurement" rnechanism (simulated thermometer) suggested 

in [Rose901 -- here, the initial temperature is determined by finding the temperature at 

which the placement appears to be at equilibrium. The second is to set the initial temper- 

ature to zero (a "quench", where only moves that improve the placement cost are 

accepted), and the third is to set the starting temperature to a fixed value, greater than 

zero. In the next section, we explore which of these approaches is most appropriate for 

different quality-time trade-off points. 

In Table 3.3, we show the effect of varying the starting temperature for the follow-up 

anneal at the Rat level after a single level of clustering of the MCNC [Yang911 circuit 

clma. A constructive top-level placement, a follow-up top-level quench, and a construc- 

tive Rat placement were performed. The starting temperature for the follow-up flat 

anneal was varied from 100 d o m  to 0.025, the exit temperature was fixed at 0.01, and 

the number of moves attempted per temperature was adjusted so that the overall run 

times were comparable. The final placement costs obtained were compared to using the 
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simulated thermometer to determine the starting temperature and proceeding with an 

automatic Rat anneal where the temperature update factor and exit temperature are corn- 

puted dynamically. The usefulness of the simulated thermometer is apparent when com- 

pared to the quality-time trade-off obtained using pre-specified starting temperatures that 

do not take into account the state of the current placement. The run times are similar, but 

the placement with lowest cost is generated by the anneal that uses the thermometer. 

Note that as the starting temperature is reduced from 100 to 0.1, hill-climbing is still 

accomplished, but in smaller amounts in the same amount of execution time. However, ai 

very low temperatures (< 0.1). the annealer is caught in local minima that are difficult to 

escape, and there are not enough temperature steps for significant optirnization. The ther- 

mometer permits a nice trade-off between these two ranges of temperatures, and is corn- 

puted dynamically using the current placement of the circuit in question at any level in 

the hierarchy, hence it is more robust and adaptive than a static choice of starting temper- 

ature. 

Table 3.3: Effect of starting temperature calculation on annealing for MCNC circuit clma. 

thennometer 2 1.87 1 (0.089) 1 1 

To 

The number of "rnoves" pet temperature, called "InnerNum." The basic annealing algo- 

rithm of VPR [Betz97] makes InnerNum - N~~~~ moves at each temperature, where 

NbIOCks is the total number of blocks and pads. The parameter InnerNum detemines how 

much work is done per temperature. 

The temperature update factor, a. This factor is the amount by which the temperature is 

reduced between iterations of the main annealer loop (Tm, = aTolJ. A lower vdue for 

a results in a faster anneal, but also a reduction in quality. VPR [Betz97] automatically 

Run Time 
(s) 

Normal ized 
Placement Cost 

100 1 23.52 2.29 
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adjusts a as described in Section 2.2.3; we have found that squaring the automatic a 

increases the speed with which the algorithm converges with little reduction in quality. 

The exit criterion - what causes the annealing to stop -- is either a pre-specified temper- 

ature at which the annealing terminates (Tf) or when one of the following two conditions 

are met: (i) the temperature is less than 1 % of the average cost per net, or (ii) the average 

cost over the last three temperatures is unchanged. 

We have identified three types of schedules that permit us to explore the quality-time space 

thoroughly: (1) an aggressive, dynamic, adaptive schedule with automatic calculations for To, TI, 

and a; (2) a quench (al1 moves made at temperature = O), where no hill-climbing is pemitted; (3) 

a manually-specified schedule where the values of To, $and or are fixed. Schedule (1) is an anneal 

tailored to the current placement of the circuit, whatever its level of gnnularity, schedule (2) is a 

greedy heuristic, and schedule (3) is a short, fixed anneal. In al1 three cases, we can trade quality 

for compile time by vary ing the InnerNum parameter. 

3.3.3 Fanout 
Another enhancement that we implement to speed up the placement is to ignore nets with 

large fanout. This is useful because a high-fanout net wiil likely cover much of the FPGA and so it 

is harder to reduce its wirelength. By ignoring neis above a certain fanout threshold (called 

m a r f n  in our tool), the placement problem is further simplified. If we set the threshold too low, 

however, we may lack enough information to create a good placement. Note that both the 

clustering and placement steps ignore the neis above this threshold, maxfan. 

To illustrate how varying the fanout threshold impacts the amount of information remaining 

in the netlist and the subsequent placement quality, we conducted a set of experiments on the 

MCNC [Yang9 11 circuit clma. The value of marfan was varied from 1 to 10000. For each of these 

fanout thresholds, the nets with fanout greater than mnxfn were removed from the netlist, and the 

percentage of total Hat pins that remained in the circuit was recorded. Then, a high-quality simu- 

lated annealing-based placement tool, VPR [Betz97] [Bea98], was run on the simplified netlist. 

Mer the anneal terminated, the ignored nets were reinstated, and the cost was compared to that 

obtained when the original circuit was placed (with no nets ignored). In Figure 3.7, the percentage 

of total pins remaining and the percentage increase in VPR placement cost are shown as functions 

of the fanout threshold, matfn ,  for this circuit. Clearly, when al1 nets with more than 2 pins are 

ignored (maxfn = 1), there is not enough information left to perform a good placement (only 
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30% of the pins remain), and the quality degradation is severe (nearly 3 times the wirelength). 

However, when the fanout threshold is raised to 10 (nets with 1 1 pins and less are kept), over 50% 

of the pins in the netlist are intact, and the resulting annealed placement has a iess than 30% 

increase in wirelength compared to annealing the original version of clma. 

h clma - 8527 blocks 1 
- 150.0 

5% of total 
pins 

100.0 
remaining 

I 
- 50.0 

0.0 
1 1 O 100 1 O00 1 O000 

Fanout above which nets are ignored 

Figure 3.7: Graphs of placement cost degradation and percentage of total flat pins remaining 
after nets above threshold ignored, each versus fanout threshold for MCNC circuit clma. 

3.3.4 Complexity of Placement 
At any Ievei in the hierarchy, the initial constructive placement algorithm has worst-case 

time cornpiexity O(Nbloçkr*Kfmax), with Nblockr logic biocks and pads, K pins per block, and a 

maximum fanout off,, for any net in the circuit. Just as with the clustering algorithm, this is 

because we must examine each block (or cluster) exactly once, examine each net connected to 

that block, and examine every other block on that net. Furthemore, by examining only those nets 

below a certain fanout threshold, we can ensure that it remains a linear-time algorithm. The exper- 

iments described in the previous section and Figure 3.7, in which nets above a certain fanout 

threshold are ignored, indicate that, practically, it is possible to provide an even tighter bound on 

the complexity of the constructive placement aigorithm. 

Assume there are N logic blocks and (P?+PO) pads in the circuit, and that we choose a uni- 

fom cluster size of s at each level of the hierarchy. For the folfow-up simulated annealing algo- 
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tithm, we explore at each level i ( i  = O...L) at most InnerNum ( (N/s~)+PI+Po)~'~  configurations 

per temperature. The intelligent starting temperature cdculation and aggressive adaptive anneal- 

ing schedule typically ensure that we do not search through many temperatures per level in the 

clustering hierarchy. This means that the annealing algorithm's worst-case time complexity is 

bounded by o ( N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ )  and is typically less than that. 

3.4 Determination of the Quality-Tirne Envelope 
Parameters 

In this section, we descnbe the experiments used to identify the set of parameters for the 

ultra-fast placement tool and choose those parameters. There are two sets of parameters: those 

that control the clustering, and those that control the iterative-improvement of the placement. Our 

goal is to deterniine the parameters that lead to the best quality-time trade-off for our tool, which 

we cal1 the envelope parameters. Please note that the details of the actual FPGA architecture and 

the other parts of the CAD Row are given in Chapter 4. 

3.4.1 Cluster Parameter Experiments 
The key parameters of the multiple-level clustering approach are the number of clustering 

levels (L) and the cluster sizes at each level (s,  ... sù. We first explored a single level of clustering 

with L = 1. To determine the cluster size value (s,) that provides the best quality-time trade-off, 

we ran the placement tool on a set of benchmark circuits and varied the cluster size from 4 to 4096 

by powers of 4. For the subsequent iterative improvement placement, many different anneding 

parameters were run in order to determine the complete quality-time trade-off possibilities. For 

exarnple, Figure 3.8 is a plot of the geometric mean normalized placement wirelength (with 

respect to the best possible placement obtained by VPR [Betz97]) versus the geometric mean run 

time, ücross a set of 20 benchmark circuits. In that figure, the clustering size s, was set to 64. 

We performed similar experiments and generated the same curve for values of sl = 4, 16, 

64, 256, 1024 and 4096, and determined that the values of 64 and 16 resulted in the best (lowest 

cost) quality-tirne trade-off curve. Figure 3.9 shows the cornparison of the quality-time curves for 

each value of sl, and we chose to use 64 as our 1-level cluster size in the placement parameter 

experiments that follow. This results in netlists with fewer clusters that are larger in size compared 

to a 1-level cluster size of 16. 
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Figure 3.8: Placement quality-time plot (20 circuit average) for ultra-fast placement tool 
using different combinations of annealing schedules on 1-level, size-64 clustered circuits. 

We performed similar studies for L = 2 and 3 levels of clustering. These studies are prob- 

lematic as there are many more parmeters to explore: for L = 2, the values of s, and $2 must both 

be set; for L = 3, the values of q, st and s3 must al1 be specified. Furthermore, annealing parame- 

ters must be specified at each of those levels. The experiments demonstrated that for L = 2, the 

values of s, = 64 and y = 4 were found to work best, and in a few cases, the quality-run time 

trade-off was superior to the best of the L = i envelope. For L = 3, the values for (sl,sz,s3) of 

(64,4,4), (64,16,4) and (256,4,4) were al1 found to behave about the sarne, but al1 of these settings 

yielded results that were no better than those obtained across L = 1 and 2. This may be due to the 

sizes of the large circuits in our benchmark suite; after 2 levels of clustering, the circuits have 
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cluster size = 4 
cluster size = 16 
cluster size = 64 
cluster size = 256 
cluster size = 1024 
cluster size = 4096 

1 10 100 
Geometric mean run time (seconds) 

Figure 3.9: Placement quality-time curves (20 circuit average) for ultra-fast placement tool 
using a sample of annealing parameters and varying t -1evel cluster sizes from 4 to 4096. 

already been transformed into a few large clusters (tens of clusters, each with 256 total Bat 

blocks). So, an additional level of clustering does little to further simpliQ the placement problem, 

and may even cost both time (because of the extra processing at level 3) and area (an additional 

level of grid resizing must be performed, which may adversely affect the grid size at the flat level). 

3.4.2 Placement Parameter Experiments 
The next set of parameters to tune is the set of simulated annealing parameters described in 

Section 3.3.2. Recall that we settled on the set of three types of schedules described in Section 

3.3.2: (1) an automatic anneal using a simulated thermometer to compute To, dynamically calcu- 
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lated values for Tfand a, and variable InnerNum; (2) a quench with variable InnerNum; (3) a fixed 

anneal with To = 0.1, Tl= 0.0 1, a = 0.8, and a variable InnerNum. We explored the combinations 

of these schedules at the clustered and flat levels of the hierarchy, for circuits clustered with L = 1 

and sl = 64 blocks per cluster. The scatter plot of geometric mean norrndized placement cost ver- 

sus geometric mean run time across 20 circuits is given in Figure 3.8, and note the complexity of 

the various combinations of schedules. For short run times, the envelope is comprised of a quench 

(schedule 2) at the top level with InnerNum = 10, and the short, fixed annealing schedule (sched- 

ule 3) at the flat level with InnerNum of O. 1 to 0.5. For longer run times, the envelope consists of ' 

the automatic anneal (schedule 1) at the top level with InnerNum = 1 and the automatic anneal at 

the flat level with InnerNwn from 0.2 to 1. In each case, though, it is evident that there are alterna- 

tive schedules that corne reasonably close to providing the same quality-time trade-off as the 

envelope. 

Similar combinations of annealing schedules were attempted for 2 and 3-level clustered cir- 

cuits. In the case of circuits with L = 2 levels of clustering and cluster sizes (s, = 64, s2 = 4), the 

envelope parameters leading to short run tirnes consist of a quench at the top level (level 2), a 

quench at level 1 (both with InnerNum = 10). and a fixed anneal at the flat level with InnerNum 

from 0.01 to 1. For medium run times, the 2-level envelope consists of a quench at the top level 

with InnerNum = 10, a short fixed anneal at level 1 with InnerNum = 1, and at the Rat level, either 

an automatic anneal (InnerNum from O. 1 to 0.5) or a short fixed anneal (InnerNum from 0.2 to 1). 

For longer run times, the 2-level envelope consists of fixed anneals at level 2 and level 1 (both 

with InnerNum = 1) and a Bat automatic anneal (InnerNum = 1), or a top-level automatic anned 

(InnerNum = 1), a level 1 fixed anneal (InnerNum = 1), and a Bat automatic anneal (InnerNurn 

from 0.5 to 1). 

The placement quality-tirne envelope formed by the placement parameters for 3-level clus- 

tered circuits is no better than the 1-level and Zlevel envelopes. Exarnples of such 3-level anneal- 

ing schedules (L = 3, s, = 64, s2 = 4, s~ = 4) are: a top-level (level 3) quench (InnerNum = l), a 

fixed anneal ai level2 and Ievel 1 (InnerNum = 1) and a flat fixed anneal (InnerNum from 0.5 to 

1); a top-level fixed anneal (InnerNum = 0. l), a fixed anned at level2 and level 1 (InnerNum = 1), 

and a flat automatic anneal (InnerNwn = 0.5). Once again, although these sets of placement 

parameters resulted in the best quality-time trade-off for our ultra-fast tool, there are alternative 

schedules that achieve results that are appmximately as g d .  
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In order to determine the best value of the fanout threshold, mMfan (the value of fanout 

above which the nets are ignored), we performed an expriment with L = 1 and s, = 64 and varied 

the fanout threshold. Figure 3.10 is a scatter plot of quality versus run time, averaged over 20 cir- 

cuits, for various values of fanout threshold and annealing schedules. The circular dots represent 

the quality when no nets are ignored, and the other points show the quality when more nets are 

ignored -- for fanout thresholds ranging from 1OOO to 1. Tt is evident that excessively low fanout 

thresholds eliminate far too much placement information from the circuit, hence the area degrada- 

tion is huge. However, when nets with fanout over 100 are ignored, we Save a few seconds of 

placement t h e  with almost no degradation in quality. 

Geometric mean run time (seconds) 

- 
Cn O no nets ignofed. level-1 auto, Innemurn,l=l, level-0 auto, lnnernum,0=0.01-1 

Figure 3.10: Placement quality-time plot (20 circuit average) for ultra-fast placement tool 
using different fanout tiiïesholds above which nets are ignored on circuits with fixed cluster 

and placement parameten. 
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In this chapter, the details of the ultra-fast placement algorithm were describcd. The algo- 

rithm begins with a bottom-up, multiple-level clustering phase to simpliQ the placement problem. 

it is followed by a two-step hierarchical placement dgorithm: at each level of the hierarchy, an 

initial constructive placement of the clusters takes place, followed by a sirnulated-annealing-based 

refinement. The algorithms were shown to have linear time complexity if nets above a certain 

fanout threshold were ignored. The key tunabie parameters of both the clustering (nurnber of clus- 

ter levels, cluster sizes) and placement (starting temperature, exit temperature, temperature update 

factor, number of moves per temperature, fanout threshold) algorithms were presented. The 

search for the envelope parameters that provide the best qudity-time trade-off for the ultra-fast 

tool was described, and the specific clustering and placement parameters that form the envelope 

were furnished. 

In the next chapter, we will establish the baseline placement results to which we will corn- 

pare the placements produced by our ultra-fast tool. This will be followed by a comprehensive 

evaluaiion of the quality-time performance of the ultra-fast tool and a description and results of 

the types of prediction information that are conveyed by the tool. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Results 

In this chapter, we compare the new ultra-fast placement tool to an existing and known 

high-qudity placement tool, VPR [Betz97]. We also discuss the fast prediction of high-quality 

wirelength and the fast prediction of the placement quality versus run time relationship of a given 

circuit. We first describe the FPGA architecture used in the experirnental cornparisons and the 

overall CAD flow. 

4.1 Target FPGA Architecture 
For our placement experiments, we use an island-style FPGA with a logic block that con- 

tains a single +input lookup table (4-LUT) and a single D tlip-fiop. This simple and most basic 

FPGA architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Each block has 6 pins: 4 inputs, 1 output, and 1 

clock. We will assume the FPGA has dedicated resources for routing the clock, reset, and other 

global nets. We also assume an I/0 pad pitch-to-logic block ratio of 2. 

4.2 Benchmark Circuits and CAD Flow 
We have collected 20 large circuits from a variety of sources: 14 of the circuits originate 

from the MCNC suite [Yang9 11, one cornes from the RAW suite [Babb97], one is a synthetic cir- 

cuit generated by GEN Wutt971, and the remaining four are designs created for the Transmogri- 

fier-2 Rapid Prototyping System [Lewi97] at the University of Toronto [Ye99] marne981 
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Figure 4.1: Island-style FPGA architecture and basic logic block contents. 

[Leve98]. Each circuit was optimized using SIS [Sent92], and technology mapped into 4-LUTs 

using Flowmap and Fiowpack [Cong94]. VPACK [Betz97] was used to pack the netlists of 4- 

LUTs and flip-flops into basic logic blocks. The sizes of the 20 benchmark circuits range from 

3000 to 20,000 logic blocks. 

We have implemented Our fast placement tool within the framework of VPR. Since it is a 

good estimator of wiring area, we use the bounding box wirelength of ali nets in the circuit to 

compare the quality of placement of each circuit from each tool. We measure only the tirne used 

to perfom clustering and placement, and do not include the initial input file reading time and 

parsing (this is no more than 5 seconds for the largest circuit). All experiments are run on a 300 

MHz Sun UItraSPARC workstation, 

4.3 Basis of Comparison 
We use the pure simulated annealing-based VPR as the basis for cornparison to Our new 

placement algorithm. In order to compare to the quality-time trade-off curve for VPR, we needed 

to Vary the schedule parameters for VPR itself, in a manner similar to that described in Chapter 3 

for Our tool, to determine how well we can do with respect to placement quality and time using 

VPR alone. 
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To obtain the envelope of the quality-time curve for VPR, we varied each of the key simu- 

lated annealing parameters -- initial temperature (To), exit temperature (Tf), temperature update 

factor (a), and scaling factor for the number of moves to attempt per temperature (InnerNum). We 

used the three types of schedules described in Section 3.3.2: (1) an automatic annealing schedule 

(To, 2') and a calculated dynamically and adjusted depending upon the quality of the placement) 

with variable InnerNum; (2) a quench (greedy heuristic) with variable InnerNum; (3) a fixed 

annealing schedule, in which we either sweep To, keeping Tp a, and InnerNwn constant, or sweep 

a, keeping To, TF and InnerNum constant. 

We rrui each unique annealing schedule on al1 20 circuits, recorded the run time and wire- 

length, and normalized the wirelength for each mn on a given circuit to that achieved by VPR 

when mn under its "-fastn option on that same circuit. This specific VPR option is similûr to iis 

default parameters that are tuned to generate high-quality placements, except that one-tenth of the 

configurations are explored at each temperature (the scaling factor 1nnerNum is 1 under "-fastm, 

and 10 by default). Typically, this increases the placement cost by at most IO%, but with a factor 

of 10 speedup in placement time. Essentially, it is a very high quality placement that is obtained in 

a reasonable amount of time. The normalized wirelengths and run times were then averaged geo- 

metrically across al1 20 circuits to give a single (placement time, placement cost) pair for each dis- 

tinct annealing schedule. It is from these experiments that we detemined the envelope of the best 

VPR annealer parameters to specify across al1 20 circuits. 

The envelope containing the annealing schedules that produced the best quality-time tnde- 

off consisted of parts of three types of schedules with variable InnerNum (between O and 100): a 

quench, an anneal with To = 1, Tf= 0.01, and a = 0.8, and an automatic anneal with dynamically- 

updated To. TF and a. Figure 4.2 illustrates the geometric mean normalized placement cost 

(bounding-box wirelength) versus geometric mean nin time across ail 20 benchmark circuits for 

the three schedules that form the quality-time envelope for VPR. 

There is not much difference in wirelength and run time among the schedules for extremely 

short run times (c 3 seconds). We observe that for nin times in the 10 to 100 second range, there is 

ample room for improvement; an average of 80- 100% extra wiring area is likely unacceptable to a 

circuit designer even within 10 seconds of placement time. The figure also shows that as more 
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time is expended on placement and more configurations are evaluated, the benefit of probabilistic 

hi11 climbing becornes readily apparent. The curve representing a greedy annealing schedule 

(quench) shows that placement solutions in this range cannot escape local minima, and it diverges 

from those schedules that accept some bad moves in order to reach global minima. 
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Figure 4.2: VPR placement quali ty 4me trade-off (20 circuit average) using annealing 
schedules that form the envelope. 

4.4 Cornparisons Between Ultra-Fast Algorithm and 
VPR 

A head-to-head cornparison between the ultra-fast placement tool and VPR is possible by 

first running each set of placement parameters that lies on the envelope of the respective tool on 

every circuit in the benchmark suite. Then, the placement quality results are normalized io those 

obtained by running VPR under its "-fast" option (described above), and the geometnc mean 

placement cost and mean run time are calculated for each set of parameters across al1 circuits. 
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Figure 4.3 is a plot of both the best VPR quality-time envelope and the new ultra-fast place- 

ment tool quality-time envelope. It indicates that the ultra-fast placement tool has a clear advan- 

tage for both short run times (10 seconds or less) and medium run times (frorn 10 to 100 seconds). 

In 10 seconds, our placement tool requires only 30% more wirelength on average (than the best 

& - - 4 VPR Envelope 
e-. Ultra-Fast Placement Envelope 

Geometric mean run time (seconds) 

Figure 4.3: Placement quality-time envelope curves (20 circuit average) for VPR 
and new ultra-fast placement tool. 

possible placement using VPR), while VPR requires at least 80% more wirelength on average. In 

just 3.5 seconds, our ultra-fast tool generates placements requiring approximately 50% more 

wirelength on average, whereas plitcements produced by VPR in the same amount of time require 

between 2.5 and 3 times the wirelength on average. Furthemore, while VPR can achieve an aver- 

age area penalty of 10% in over 100 seconds, our placement tool can attain this level in less than 

30 seconds. If we allowed our placement tool to run without a compile time restriction, it would 

produce placements that would be very nearly what VPR can achieve, since both tools are based 
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on similar implementations of simulated annealing. This is evident from the graph: within 60 sec- 

onds on average. the ultra-fast placement tool yields an average wirelength that is within 5% of 

that obtained via VPR's high-quality anneal. Within 115 seconds on average, the ultra-fast tool 

generates placements that are of the sarne quality as the high-quality anneals from VPR. 

Figure 4.3 also demonstrates that by manipulating the parameters of the fast placement tool, we 

can realize a smooth trade-off between placement quality and execution time. 

Figure 4.4 shows the envelope curves from the two placement toois and highlights the point 

at which the curves intersect, which is  at approximately 250 seconds, the average amount of time 

required by VPR to produce high-quality placements of the circuits in the benchmark suite. Fig- 

ure 4.5 shows the envelope curves from the two placement tools using a linear scale for the time 

mis, focusing on short and medium run times. 
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Figure 4.4: Placement quality-time envelope curves (20 circuit average) for VPR and 
new ultra-fast placement tool, highlighting the point at which the curves meet. 
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Figure 4.5: Placement quality versus time envelope curves (20 circuit average) for 
VPR and new ultra-fast placement tool (linear scale). 

Table 4.1 provides a more detailed cornparison between VPR and the ultra-fast placement 

tool with one particular set of parameters: L = 2 levels of clustering with cluster sizes s, = 64 and 

s2 = 4, with the top-level and level-1 anneding schedules king quenches (with InnerNum = IO), a 

Bat anneal with To = 0.1 (InnerNum = OS), and nets above fanout 100 ignored (mMfan = 100). 

From Figure 4.3, we note that the mean run time for this schedule across our 20-circuit bench- 

mark suite is 1 1.4 seconds with a rnean nomalized placement cost of 1.22. It is difficult to flnd 

directly comparable run times between the two tools; we then select a schedule €rom the VPR 

envelope that has a run time that is as close as possible (mean run time = 14.2 seconds; mean nor- 

malized placement cost = 1.82). The columns of Table 4.1 give the circuit name, the circuit size in 

nurnber of logic blocks and nets, the nin time and normalized placement cost obtained using our 

fast tool, the comparable data using VPR, and the percentage reduction in placement cost due to 

the ultra-fast tool compared to VPR The table shows that the ultra-fast placer wins in a cornpari- 



son with VPR for every circuit in Our suite, posting a superior wirelength in a significantly shorter 

run time. Note that for this particular set of ultra-fast placement parameters, the reduction in wire- 

length compared to VPR ranges €rom 13% to 51 1, with an average reduction of 33% in 20% less 

time. 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 provide additional cornparisons between our ultra-fast placement 

tool and VPR for very short and somewhat longer run times, respectively. In both cases, the ultra- 

fast placer provides lower wirelength in the same arnount of placement time or less for every cir- 

cuit in the test suite. Naturally, as more time is devoted to placing the circuits, the difference in 

wirelength results between the ultra-fast tool and VPR becomes smaller. For the short run times 

(geometric mean run time of 5.5 seconds for the ultra-fat tool), the average reduction in wire- 

length compared to VPR (8.9 seconds per run on average) was approximately 30% in 37% less 

time. For the longer run times (geometric mean mn tirne of 24.4 seconds for the ultra-fast tool), 

the average reduction in wirelength compared to VPR (26.6 seconds per run on average) was over 

18% in 7% less time. 

The true measure of quality of a given placement is whether or not it can be successfully 

routed on the target FPGA. Although we have not atternpted to route any of the ultra-fast place- 

ments, [Swar98b] has shown that wirelength and routability correlate extremely well. Therefore, 

we are satisfied that our ultra-fast placements are superior to those produced by VPR, based solely 

on wirelength for the range of compile times of interest. 
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Table 4.1: Cornparison between ultra-fast placement tool and VPR for 20 benchmark circuits. 
One set of placement parameters was employed for each tool such that their run times were close 

and they were part of the quality-iime envelope for their respective tools. 
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Geometric Average 1 1 i.37 1 1.22 1 14.17 

Anthmetic Average 1 1 G ï r  1.22 1 20.74 
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Table 43: Cornparison between ultra-fast placement tool and VPR across 20 circuits for very 
short run times. 

Ultra-Fast VPR Ul tra-Fas t 

# 
Placement % 

Reduc tion CUèuit # Nets Ru, Nomalizeà Run Normallzed 
Blocks in 

Time placement Time Placement Placement 
(SI Cost (s) Cost Cos t 

clma 8383 8444 IO.I3 1.3 1 16.95 1.84 28.8 

spla 13690 13706 1 3.211 1.33 1 5.401 1.71 1 22.2 

s38417 6406 6434 6.08 1.35 10.8 1 2.00 32.5 

frisc 3556 3575 3.19 1.35 4.45 1.72 21-5 

pdc 1 4575 1 4591 1 4.35 1 1.31 1 6.50 1 1.60 1 18.1 

bubble sort 1 12293 1 123 1 1 1 18.39 1 1.49 1 32.33 1 2.25 1 33.8 

fit16 6975 6994 7.63 1 ,48 13.60 2.38 37.8 

iir 16 3739 3773 3.32 1.31 5 .O7 2.36 44.5 

mac64 4307 4374 4.54 1.38 6.32 1.97 29.9 

spsdes 1 3363 1 3366 1 2.53 1 1.35 1 4.11 1 1.80 1 25.0 

des-sis 5351 5356 5.17 1.47 8.15 1.83 19.7 

wood 7432 7524 8.1 1 1.36 15.19 2.2 1 38.5 

Geometric Average 1 5.491 1.39 1 8.901 1.97 1 29.4 
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Table 4.3: Cornparison between ultra-fast placement tool and VPR across 20 circuits for longer 
run times. 

Circuit 

clma 
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s38584.1 

s38417 

frisc 
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Placement 
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Normalued 
Placement 
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1 Anthmetic Average 



4.5 Wirelength Estimation and Accuracy 
One way to use a fast placement tool, even if the user is not interested in sacrificing any 

final circuit quality, is to use it as a routability estimator for a given netlist. Swartz et al. [Swar98a] 

show how to predict if a circuit will route on a given FPGA, given the wirelength of the placement 

of a circuit and the number of tracks per channel in the target FPGA. The drawback of their 

approach is that the placement must be known. We propose that Our fast placement algorithm be 

used to obtain very fast and accurate estimates of the final best placement wirelength. The idea is  

that we can run the fast placement tool in one of its very fastest modes, measure the wirelength of 

that placement, and then estimate the best attainable wirelength by decreasing the wirelength by 

the typical amount that the fast mode is usually worse than the best mode. The quality of the result 

depends on the consistency of difference in wirelength between the fast mode and the best mode. 

This can be measured by determining how much the nomalized placement cost for each circuit, 

in the fast mode, varies from the mean nomalized placement cost across al1 circuits. 

Figure 4.6 is a plot of the average difierence of each circuit's normalized wirelength from 

the mean over al1 circuits versus different run times of the ultra-fast placement tool obtained from 

the quality-time envelope parameters. (To obtain this graph, we calculate the absolute difference 

between the geometric mean nomalized placement cost across al1 circuits and the actual normal- 

ized placement cost for each of the 20 benchmarks for each set of fast placement parameters. We 

then compute the arithmetic mean of these differences (and cal1 it mean absolute error) and plot it 

versus the geometric mean run time that was obtained for the set of circuits for this set of parame- 

ters .) 

Figure 4.6 shows that, as we would expect, longer compile times produce more accurate 

wirelength estimates. Impressively, even placements in short run times result in accurate estimates 

-- for example, an average 10 second nin time results in an average absolute error in normalized 

placement cost of less than 5%. 

We can therefore use the fast placement wirelength as an accurate estimator of the final best 

placement wirelength. 
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Geometric mean run time (seconds) 

Figure 4.6: Mean absolute difference in wirelength (between mean wirelength and 
individual circuit results) versus mean run time for parameters forming ultra-fast 

placement tool envelope. 

Table 4.4 illustrates an example of fast wirelength estimation for each of the circuits in our 

benchmark suite. We used the same set of ultra-fast placement parameters as that used to generate 

the data in Table 4.1, and recorded both the run time and raw wirelength result in each case. From 

the enveiope curve in Figure 4.3, we know the mean normalized wirelength for this set of param- 

eters across al1 circuits to be 1.22, or 22% larger than the highest-quality wirelength attainable by 

VPR. Figure 4.6 indicates that the mean absolute error for that set of parameters is 0.044 (4.4%). 

Our pessimistic prediction of high quality wirelength can be wntten as: 
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The predicted high-quality wirelength for a given circuit is proportional to the wirelength 

obtained from the ultra-fast placement tool. The scaiing factor, p, is composed of the difference 

between the nomalized wirelength for the set of ultra-fast parameters chosen (geometrically aver- 

aged across al1 circuits) and the previously described mean absolute error in normalized wire- 

length for the same set of placement parameters. 

For the example in Table 4.4, Predicted Wirelength = Ultra-Fast Wirelength 1 (1.22-0.044). 

We use this formula to compute a wirelength estimate for each circuit based on the fast placement 

wirelength result, and compare it to the known high-quality wirelength for each circuit from VPR. 

For 16 of the circuits, Our pessimistic estimate is between 0.89% and 13.75% higher than the 

actual high-quality wirelength, and in only two cases is the e m r  greater than 10%. In four cases, 

the estimator was not pessimistic enough, predicting a wirelength that was between 1.71% and 

3.93% less than the actual high-quality wirelength. Overall, the average absolute error of the wire- 

length estimator was 4.91% for the set of placement parameters that yielded a mean run time of 

just over 1 1 seconds. 

Another example of fast wirelength prediction for each circuit in the benchmark suite is 

provided in Table 4.5. Here, the placement data from Table 4.2 was used. The average ultra-fast 

placement time was just 5.5 seconds, the rnean normalized wirelength was 1.39, and the mean 

absolute error was 0.066 (from Figure 4.6). The predicted wirelengths were between 0.94% and 

17.20% higher than the actual VPR high-quality wirelengths, with six estimates over 10%. There 

were five instances where the pessimistic estirnate underpredicted the actual wirelength, w ith 

none greater than 5%. Naturally, with such a short average run time, the predictions based on the 

ultra-fast placements tend to be less accurate than those obtained during the longer placement 

times in Table 4.4, but the average absolute error is still rnerely 6%. 
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Table 4.4: Quaiity of wirelength prediction capability of ultra-fast placement tool using 
data from Table 4.1 (mean mn time = 1 1.4 seconds). 

Run Ultra-Fast Predicted VPR Actual 
Circuit T m e  Placement High-Quaiity EEgh-Quality 

(s) Wirelength Wirelength Wirelength 

clma 2 1.7 1 1786 1514 1491 

spla 1 6.37 1 763 1 646 1 625 

pdc 1 8.431 1096 1 929 1 917 

bubble sort 1 41.08 1 1632 1 1383 1 1262 

spsdes 1 5.221 527 1 447 1 434 

des-frn 1 9.25 1 857 1 727 1 639 

Arithmetic Average Absolute Enor 
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Table 4.5: Quality of wirelength prediction capability of ultra-fast placement tool using 
placement data fiom Table 4.2 (mean run time = 5.5 seconds). 

Run Uitra-Fast Predicted VPR Actual 
Circuit Time Placement High-Quality High-Quality 

(s) Wirelengtb Wireleagth Wirelength 

cl ma 1 10.13 1958 1485 149 1 

bubble sort 18.39 1881 1426 1262 

fir 16 7.63 1248 946 84 1 

iir 16 3.32 527 400 404 

mac64 

och ip64 

ralu32 

de-is 5.17 976 740 665 

wood 8.1 1 1188 90 1 873 

h 

spsdes 

l 
marb 1 5.51 1 698 1 530 1 492 

4.54 

3.18 

2.92 

I p -  Arithrnetic Average Absolute Error 

2S3 

766 

438 

557 

584 

58 1 

332 

422 

555 

309 

405 

443 434 



4.6 Practical Usage of Ultra-Fast Placement 
We have presented results obtained from mnning an ultra-fast placement tool against a 

known pure simulated-annealing-based placement tool, and shown how it cm be used for fast 

high-quality wirelength estimation. In this section, we discuss how such a placement package can 

be used in a practical setting, specify the interface to the user, and desctibe what the tool does 

when the user wants a circuit to be placed quickiy. 

In order for ultra-fast placement to be accessible to the user, the tool should provide two key 

featu res : 

r Immediate feedback to the user upon reading in the circuit to be placed; this feedback 

consists of the expected placement quality versus compile time curve displayed in a win- 

dow on the user's screen. 

Given either a compile time restriction or a wirelength restriction, specified by the user 

at the command-line, the tool should automatically determine the appropriate parameters 

(clustering and placement) and execute the ultra-fast placement algorithm. 

The predictor of the quality-time envelope curve for a given circuit was developed using the 

fast placement data in Table 4.1, the 20-circuit average quality-time envelope, and the size of the 

circuits in the benchmark suite, in logic blocks. Adapting the average quality-time envelope to 

generate the envelope for a specific circuit requires more than just a simple scaling based on cir- 

cuit size. 

First, the ultra-fast placement times of al1 20 benchmark circuits for the chosen set of place- 

ment parameters are plotted as a hinction of circuit size. A curve fit is then perforrned. Using the 

fitted function and the size of the circuit to be placed, the estimated run time for the envelope 

parameters invoked in Table 4.1 is calculated for the circuit in question. We cal1 this the estimated 

10-second run tirne. Then, to determine each remaining estimated run time on the envelope for the 

given circuit, we simply scde this "IO-second run time" point on the estimated envelope by the 

ratio between the corresponding mn time on the average envelope and the "10-second run tirne" 

point on the average envelope. In each case, the corresponding estimated normalized wirelength is 

taken to be the geometric mean normalized wirelength obtained across al1 circuits for the sarne set 

of envelope pararneters. Exarnples of this prediction scheme are shown for three different circuits 

in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9, dong with the actual fast placer quality-time envelopes. 



a Ultra-Fast Placement Envelope - P redicted Envelope 

Run time (seconds) 

Figure 4.7: Comparison of predicted ultra-fast placement quality venus time 
envelope with actual envelope for MCNC circuit clma (8383 logic blocks). 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of predicted ultra-fast placement envelope 
with actual envelope for circuit marb (5535 logic blocks). 
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O Ultra-Fast Placement Enveiope - Predicted Envelope 

Run tirne (seconds) 

Figure 4.9: Cornparison of predicted ultra-fast placement envelope with 
actual envelope for synthetic circuit beasU0k ( l96OO logic bloc ks). 

Note that the prediction scheme tracks the actual fast placer envelope quite closely in each 

case. This is a simplistic scheme based only on circuit size, and one that performs some amount of 

analysis of the circuit structure (fanout distribution) should perform even better. 

Once the predicted quality-time envelope has ken  caiculated and presented to the user (via 

a pop-up window), this information is stored to assist in the automatic generation of fast place- 

ment parameters based on the circuit size and either a given area or compile time restriction. For a 

compile time restriction, a search is performed of the estimated envelope run times to determine 

the closest schedule to the desired compile time, and the associated clustering and placement 

parameters are retrieved via table lookup. Then, a simple scaling of the InnerNum parameter 

(number of moves per temperature) at the Rat level is done, based on the difference between the 

estimated envelope run time and the desired run time restriction. With al1 the fast placer parame- 

ters now specified, the algorithm is invoked, and an ultra-fast placement is produced. For an area 

restriction, a sirnilar procedure is followed, except that the area restrictions are first translated into 

compile time restrictions based on the predicted quality-time envelope. 
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In this chapter, we showed how the envelope curve for the quality-time trade-off for a high- 

quaiity simulated-annealing-based placement tool, VPR. was determined. This was used as the 

metric of comparison for Our ultra-fast placer for both quality and time, and aiso for fast predic- 

tion of high-quality wirelength. We then showed a detailed comparison of the ultra-fast placement 

tool with VPR, and the results indicate that in the compile time regions of interest, the ultra-fast 

placer provides superior wirelength in a shorter time for every circuit in the benchmark suite. We 

further described the method to perform fast high-quality wirelength prediction, and presented 

some impressive results using this scheme. Finally, in order to properly allow the user to interact 

with the ultra-fast placement tool, two feaiures are incorporated into the tool and discussed -- pre- 

diction of the quality-tirne relationship for an unknown circuit given its size and automatic gener- 

ation of fast placer parameters given either a compile time or quality restriction for that circuit. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusions and Contributions 
We have observed that when mapping circuits to an FPGA, the time devoted to placement 

and routing dominates the synthesis process. With advances in process technology, FPGA device 

capacities will continue to grow, and the size and complexity of circuits k ing  mapped to them 

will increase accordingly. Therefore, existing CAD algorithms will need to adapt to ensure that 

the placement and routing times for such circuits and devices will not overwhelm the user by tak- 

ing hours or days to complete. It is our belief that some FPGA users are willing to give up quality 

of the mapped circuit -- accepting a circuit that occupies more area on a given FPGA or requires a 

larger FPGA -- in exchange for obtaining that result very quickly. 

The first contribution of this work was the exploration of the parameter space at our disposd 

through an existing pure simulated-annealing-based tool, VPR [Betz97] [Betz98], that is known 

to produce high-quality placements. In the course of out- exploration of this parmeter space th& 

defines al1 possible annealing schedules (starting temperature, exit temperature, temperature 

reduction factor, and number of moves to attempt at each temperature), we showed the best quai- 

ity-time trade-off that is achievable. While high-quality placements are attainable in a few hun- 

dred seconds, a designer must be willing to accept 80-100% more area on average for a given 

large circuit if a placement is desired within 10 seconds. 

We restricted our focus in this thesis to the placement phase of layout synthesis for FPGA 

circuits and demonstrated that an ultra-fast placement algorithm based on multiple-level cluster- 

ing, constructive placement, and simulated-annealing-based cefinement works well in relation to 

an existing high-quaiity pure simulated anneding placement iool. It provides superior area results 
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across a set of large benchmark circuits (those containing between 3000 and 20,000 total logic 

and I/0 blocks) compared to VPR when both tools are instructed to take approximately the same 

amount of time to generate a placement. For example, in 10 seconds on a 300 MHz Sun Ultras- 

PARC, our ultra-fast tool can achieve an average area penalty of less than 30% (compared to high- 

quality placements that require on average over 250 seconds to produce), while the best that VPR 

can achieve is an 80% area penalty. A placement of a 100,000-gaie circuit is produced by our tool 

in 10 seconds that is only 3 1% worse than a high-quality placement from VPR that requires 524 

seconds; our ultra-fast tool achieves this level of placement quality 5 times faster than VPR. Fur- 

themore, it takes VPR approxirnately 100 seconds to achieve an average area penalty of 109, but 

the ultra-fast tool cm attain the same level in less than 30 seconds. If we have no compile time 

restrictions, then our algorithm produces placements that approach the same quality as VPR; 

within 60 seconds on average, placements are produced with an average wirelength that is within 

5% of that obtained using VPR. 

The placement algorithm allows the user to smoothly trade quality of placement (bounding- 

box wirelength, a good estimotor of wiring area) for compile time. We explored the space covered 

by these parameters to find the best quality-time envelope and showed that its envelope is signifi- 

cantîy better than that possible with the pure simulated annealing formulation of VPR. We used 

this envelope to quickly and successfully predict the quality versus run time relationship of a spe- 

cific circuit that has not yet been placed, given only the size of the circuit in logic blocks. This 

predicted envelope was returned to the user as feedback, and was used to autornatically generate 

the required placement parameters to meet a user-specified compile time or area restriction. 

We also showed that the ultra-fast placement tool can be used as a fast estimator of the final 

high-quality wirelength that is achieved when the pure simulated annealing placement tool is 

tuned to achieve minimum wirelength with no restriction on compile time. This fast wirelength 

prediction scheme is successful with a mean absolute error of 6% between the estimated and 

actual high-quality wirelength over the set of large benchmark circuits, in an average run time of 

merely 5.5 seconds on a 300 MHz Sun UltraSPARC. 

5.2 Future Work 
This thesis has provided the first exploration of very fast, Rat placement, be it for FPGAs or 

as part of automated Iayout synthesis packages for gaie arrays or standard cells. However, there 

are many areas within this topic to explore more thoroughly. 
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First, a fast placement tool that is timing-driven should be developed. Further improvements 

to the fast placement tool should include exploiting both the hierarchy that is inherent in the cir- 

cuit structure, as well as the topology of the underlying routing architecture of the target FPGA. 

In the future, it would be interesting and beneficial to explore a fast quaciratic-program- 

ming-based placement algorithm or one based on top-down mintut partitiming, and determine 

their qudity-time trade-off relationships. Both of these techniques are based on popular place- 

ment algorithms that have been implemented in CAD tools, and it would be interesting to com- 

pare their performance and predictive ability with Our tool. 

Another interesting area to pursue is the refinement and integration of the fast highguality 

wirelength estimator with the difficulty predictor provided by an existing fast router [Swar98a]. It 

would also be fmitful to extend the prediction scheme to incorporate fast estimation of circuit 

speed and power dissipation as well. Finally, a complece fast synthesis package should be on the 

road map of any fast compile project, integrating the existing work in fast placement and routing 

with fast technology mapping, fast partitioning, and perhaps even fast logic optimization and fast 

high-level synthesis, al1 of which should trade quality of result for compile time. 
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